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Abstract
The new EU Ecodesign regulation came into force in September 2021, setting functional
requirements for lighting equipment on the European market. To limit the visibility of
temporal light artefacts (TLA) flicker and stroboscopic effect, the regulation set restrictions
for two TLA metrics, the short-term flicker severity index (P LM

st ) and stroboscopic visibility
measure (SVM). Measurement infrastructure for these metrics is under development by
the EMPIR project Metrology for Temporal Light Modulation, and part of the project is
establishing a measurement setup for TLA at Aalto University.

A measurement setup for measuring both P LM
st and SVM on E27-base LED lamps

was assembled by utilizing the luminous flux setup of the Metrology Research Institute.
The physical setup acquires the light waveform, which is then fed to the digital light
flickermeter and SVM-meter, both of which were implemented on computer software.
The setup and the TLA meters were verified according to relevant standards, and key
issues like scaling in the light flickermeter were addressed. Potential quality metrics for
the measurement equipment were identified during the verification. As both P LM

st and
SVM are frequency and modulation depth dependent normalized quantities, the metrics
affecting these parameters were considered as potential quality metrics.

The validated setup was used to measure 80 commercial LED lamps. Intrinsic flicker
was found practically non-existent, with all LED lamps having P LM

st well below the limit
set by Ecodesign regulation. However, some LED lamps exhibited stroboscopic effect,
as 16 of the 80 LED lamps had SVM above the Ecodesign regulation limit. The most
evident factor affecting the temporal behavior of LED lamps was found to be the circuit
topology of the power electronic driver of the LED lamp, with one of the four driver types
introducing practically zero TLA, and other types resulting in increased SVM values.
Keywords temporal light modulation, temporal light artefact, flicker, stroboscopic effect,

light-emitting diode
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Tiivistelmä
Syyskuussa 2021 voimaan astunut uusi EU:n ekosuunnitteluasetus asettaa toiminnallisia
vaatimuksia Euroopan markkinoilla oleville valaistuslaitteille. Aikamoduloidun valon arte-
faktien (engl. Temporal Light Artefact (TLA)), välkynnän ja stroboskooppi-ilmiön, havait-
tavuuden rajoittamiseksi asetuksessa määrätään rajoituksia kahdelle TLA-mittasuureelle.
Rajoitetut mittasuureet ovat välkynnän havaittavuuden indeksi (P LM

st ) ja stroboskooppi-
ilmiön havaittavuuden indeksi (SVM). Näiden mittasuureiden mittausinfrastruktuuria
kehitetään EMPIR-projektissa Metrology for Temporal Light Modulation, ja osana pro-
jektia toteutettiin Aalto-yliopistolle TLA-mittauskokoonpano.

Mittauskokoonpano P LM
st ja SVM:n mittaamiseksi E27-kantaisista LED-lampuista koot-

tiin hyödyntäen Mittaustekniikan tutkimusryhmän olemassa olevaa valovirran mittausko-
koonpanoa. Fyysistä mittauskokoonpanoa käytetään valon aaltomuodon mittaamiseen.
Mittauskokoonpano mitattu, digitoitu aaltomuoto syötetään digitaalisiin valon välkyntä-
mittariin ja SVM-mittariin, jotka toteutettiin tietokoneohjelmistolla. Mittauskokoonpano
sekä TLA-mittarit todennettiin asiaankuuluvien standardien mukaisesti, ja keskeisiin
kysymyksiin, kuten valon välkyntämittarin skaalauskertoimen laskemiseen, kiinnitettiin
huomiota. Todentamisprosessin aikana identifioitiin mittauslaitteiden potentiaalisia laa-
tuparametrejä. Koska sekä P LM

st että SVM ovat taajuus- ja modulaatiosyvyysriippuvia,
sekä normalisoituja mittasuureita, näihin ominaisuuksiin vaikuttavia asioita pidettiin
mahdollisina laatuparametreinä.

Validoidulla mittauskokoonpanolla mitattiin 80 kaupallista LED-lamppua. Välkyntä
havaittiin käytännössä olemattomaksi, kaikkien LED-lamppujen P LM

st -arvojen jäädessä
selvästi alle ekosuunnitteluasetuksen asettaman rajan. Jotkin LED-lamput ilmensivät
kuitenkin stroboskooppi-ilmiötä, sillä 80:stä LED-lampusta 16:ssa mitattu SVM ylitti
ekosuunnitteluasetuksen asettaman rajan. Ilmeisimpänä LED-lamppujen ajalliseen käyt-
täytymiseen vaikuttavana tekijänä havaittiin LED-lampun ohjaimen piiritopologia. Yksi
neljästä luokitellusta ohjaintyypistä ei aiheuttanut käytännössä lainkaan välkyntää tai
stroboskooppi-ilmiötä, muiden ohjaintyyppien aiheuttaessa kohonneita SVM-arvoja.
Avainsanat Valon aikamodulaatio, Aikamoduloidun valon artefaktit, Välkyntä,

Stroboskooppi-ilmiö, Hohtodiodi
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c speed of light in vacuum
dE relative change in modulation
DM modulation depth
f frequency
fc cut-off frequency
fin frequency of input voltage
fs sample rate
fm modulation frequency
F (s/z) filter transfer function
h Planck’s constant
Ns number of samples
Pinst instantaneous flicker sensation
P LM

st short-term flicker severity index
P LM

st (N) light flicker noise level
s complex Laplace variable
S light flickermeter scaling factor
SV M |noise SVM noise level
Ttest measurement duration
uE(t) light waveform, voltage signal proportional to the measured luminous quantity
Uin input voltage
z complex Z-domain variable
λ wavelength
ϕv luminous flux
ω angluar frequency [rad/s]
τ filter time constant
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Abbreviations
AC alternating current
ADC analog-to-digital converter
CDF cumulative distribution function
CFF critical flicker fusion frequency
CFL compact fluorescent lamp
CIE Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage

(International Commission on Illumination)
CVC current-to-voltage converter
DC direct current
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EUT equipment under testing
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MRI Metrology Research Institute
PFC power factor correction
ppm parts per million
PSD power spectral density
RMS root mean square
TLA temporal light artefact
TLM temporal light modulation
SVM stroboscopic effect visibility measure



1 Introduction
The phase-out of incandescent lamps over the past two decades, consolidated by the
EU-wide ban of incandescent lamps on general-purpose lighting in 2012, has paved the
way for LED lamps to become dominant on the lighting market [1]. The more advanced
operating principle of LED lamps allows for higher luminous efficacy, lower overall energy
consumption, longer lifespan compared to other lighting technologies [1, 2]. Due to the
different operating principle, LED lamps also possibly exhibit different Temporal Light
Modulation (TLM) behavior [2]. TLM refers to the fluctuation of luminous output of
a light source as a function of time [3]. Moreover, TLM may introduce visible light
effects, known as Temporal Light Artefacts (TLA), which are known to cause a multitude
of adverse consequences for humans [2, 3, 4]. To counter the effects of TLA, the EU
Ecodesign regulation [5], which came into force in September 2021, sets limits for two
TLA metrics, the Stroboscopic Visibility Measure (SVM) and short-term flicker severity
index (P LM

st ). SVM predicts the visibility of stroboscopic effect whereas P LM
st predicts the

visibility of flicker. These metrics are calculated according to standards IEC TR 61547 and
IEC TR 63158 [6, 7] established by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
More detailed definitions and instructions on the measurement of TLM have been given
in technical notes CIE TN 006 and CIE TN 012 [3, 4] by the Commission Internationale
de l’Éclairage (CIE). As of November 2021, CIE has in preparation a technical report
with further instructions for practical measurement of TLA [4].

The visibility of flicker has been studied for decades, and it is known to be dependent on
both frequency and depth of modulation [8, 9]. However, the earlier IEC/UIE flickermeter
predicts the visibility of flicker only for incandescent lamps and is based on voltage
measurement. In contrast, the current light flickermeter used to calculate P LM

st , and
updated descendant of the voltage flickermeter, is not dependent on the lamp type [6, 10].
Research on the visibility of the stroboscopic effect is more recent, SVM was introduced
in 2015 [11] and was thereafter adopted as the standardized metric for the visibility of
stroboscopic effect. However, since SVM has been introduced relatively recently, few
studies have yet attempted to develop measurement methods for it. Both metrics are
based on measuring the luminous output of a light source as a function of time to acquire
a light waveform and then processing the acquired waveform through a light flickermeter
or SVM-meter. However, proper measurement infrastructure and standardized methods
of acquiring the light waveform needed to calculate the TLA measures do not exist and
need to be developed. The standards give instructions on equipment used in the setup for
acquiring the light waveform, but do not consider the quality metrics of the equipment and
SI-traceability. Standardized measurement methods need to be established, for traceable,
reliable, and comparable measurements. This is the objective of the EMPIR Project
Metrology for Temporal Light Modulation (MetTLM) [12]. Aalto University is a partner
in this project, and among the activities of the project in which Aalto participates, this
thesis considers are

• Implementing SVM and P LM
st measurement capabilities using existing equipment.

Assembling and validating measurement setup for TLA.

• Identifying potential quality metrics for classification of TLM measurement equip-
ment. Which parameters of the equipment affect the measurements, and need to be
considered?

Thus, the aim of this work is to establish SVM and P LM
st measurement capabilities,
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and identify potential quality metrics for the measurement equipment. The measurement
capabilities are established by assembling a measurement setup to acquire light waveform
and by implementing the light flickermeter and SVM-meter digitally. The setup and digital
TLA meters are validated and potential quality metrics of the measurement equipment
are considered during the process. The validated setup and TLA meters are then used
in practice to measure commercially available LED lamps to verify whether the lamps
comply with the recent Ecodesign regulation.

The thesis is structured as follows

• Chapter 2 reviews the technical background and details of TLM, TLA as well as the
metrics used to describe them. The chapter also presents the operating principle
and classification for LED lamps.

• Chapter 3 considers the measurement setup and the TLA meters. The setup is
described, the validation and standard verification of the setup conducted, and
other quality aspects to be considered in the measurements are addressed. The
implementations of the TLA meters are also described and the meters are verified.

• Chapter 4 presents the measurement results for the LED lamps and reviews the
current state of TLM in LED lamps.

• Chapter 5 concludes the work and discusses the obtained results.
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2 Technical background

2.1 Temporal Light Modulation
Temporal light modulation (TLM) is defined as the variation in luminous quantities or
spectral response of a light source as a function of time. TLMs are caused by variations
in the electrical input of the light source, and can be intentionally caused and desired,
or unintentional and undesired. An everyday example of intentional TLM would be the
turn signals of an automobile. Unintentional TLM are disturbances in the luminous
output of a luminaire, which may be caused by poor luminaire design, or disturbances
in electrical power supply. In LED light sources the cause is often the power electronic
driver [2]. Undesired TLM can have adverse consequences on human visual perception,
health, well-being and safety. The undesired changes in visual perception for a human
observer caused by TLM are known as temporal light artefacts (TLA). [3]

2.2 Temporal Light Artefacts
Temporal light artefacts are the harmful visual sensations caused by temporal light
modulation. TLAs are known to cause a multitude of health, well-being, and comfortability
issues on humans, as well as safety issues [2]. Three TLAs have been defined by CIE,
flicker, stroboscopic effect, and phantom array effect, also known as ghosting [3].

2.2.1 Flicker

Flicker by the definition of CIE is a TLA observed by a static observer in a static
environment. Flicker is the perception of visual unsteadiness induced by temporally
fluctuating light stimulus [3]. As both the observer and observed environment are static,
flicker is the perceived temporal change either in the luminous output or color of the
light, directly caused by the fluctuations in the light output of the light source. Flicker is
known to cause a number of adverse effects on humans, including photosensitive seizures,
migraine, aggravation of autistic behaviors, eyestrain, panic attacks, anxiety, dizziness,
and disorientation [2].

Flicker is visible in the frequency range of 0.1–80 Hz. However, studies have found that
the more visible frequency range is near the lower end of this range with the most sensitive
range being around 5–20 Hz [13][14]. The peak of the sensitivity is at approximately
8.8 Hz, in which range flicker is visible even when TLM has a modulation depth of less
than 1%. Flicker visibility is also dependent on the shape of the TLM, with rectangular
modulations being the most easily perceivable. The upper limit of visible flicker at around
80 Hz is related to the critical flicker fusion frequency (CFF), which is around 60–100
Hz for most people [13][15]. CIE uses CFF = 80 Hz [3]. Even if the light source has
TLM with frequencies higher than the CFF, the apparent flicker disappears for human
observers beyond the CFF as the discrete flashes of light merge together in the human
sensory system, and the temporally modulated light is perceived as constant [2].

2.2.2 Stroboscopic effect

Stroboscopic effect is a TLA observed by a static observer in a non-static environment,
i.e. the observer perceives change in the motion of a moving object illuminated by a
temporally modulated light source [3]. The effects may include, for example, change of
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apparent speed or direction of a rotating object, and thus cause safety hazards as rotating
objects may appear still. For the apparent change in speed or direction of rotating objects,
stroboscopic effect has also been called the wagon-wheel effect [2]. Stroboscopic effect is
visible up to 2.5 kHz [4], but the Stroboscopic effect Visibility Measure (SVM) is only
defined up to 2 kHz [3]. Stroboscopic effect is also visible below the CFF of 80 Hz, but
it should be noted that flicker is the dominant TLA in that range [3]. As is with flicker,
the visibility of the stroboscopic effect is also dependent on the shape of the TLM, with
rectangular modulations causing the most easily perceivable effect. Stroboscopic effect
is a less researched phenomenon compared to flicker, and as recently as 2015 it was still
listed as a side effect of flicker, or invisible flicker [2]. Since then, CIE has distinguished
these two TLAs with their current definitions.

2.2.3 Phantom array effect

Phantom array effect, also known as ghosting is a TLA observed during saccade movement
of eyes, introduced by small size high contrast temporally modulated light sources. The
phantom array effect is the change in perceived position or shape of a temporally illuminated
object, observed in a static environment by a non-static observer. When the eyes move
rapidly during a saccade, discrete flashes of the temporally modulated light are received
at different parts of the retina. This leads to the perception of the so-called phantom
array, as the single light source appears on multiple points on the human visual field. The
phantom array effect is visible beyond the CFF up to 2.5 kHz. [3, 16]

In comparison to flicker and stroboscopic effect, the phantom array effect remains a yet
less researched phenomenon [3]. A standardized measure to predict the visibility of the
phantom array effect does not exist yet, but one of the objectives of the MetTLM-project
is to develop a metric for the phantom array effect. Based on results found in [16], CIE has
proposed an example measure in [3], similar to SVM, based on the weighted summation
of frequency components of the temporally modulated light.

2.3 TLM and TLA metrics
Several standardized metrics to describe TLM and to predict the visibility of TLA exist.
The most common ones are introduced here. P LM

st and SVM account for the visibility of
TLAs flicker and stroboscopic effect respectively. The EU Ecodesign regulation sets limits
for these two [5]. The older measures Percent Flicker, also known as modulation depth
DM, and Flicker Index IF, describe TLM and are defined by the Illuminating Engineering
Society [3]. Neither DM nor IF consider frequency, so they cannot be used to predict
the visibility of TLAs, since the visibility of both flicker and stroboscopic effect have
been shown to be frequency-dependent [11, 13]. DM is however useful measure since the
visibility of TLAs is also dependent on it.

2.3.1 Modulation Depth / Percent Flicker

Modulation depth or Percent flicker is an older metric introduced by the Illuminating
Engineering Society in the USA. It is also known by the names Michaelson contrast and
peak-to-peak contrast [2]. Modulation depth is defined as

DM = ymax − ymin

ymax + ymin
, (1)
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where ymax and ymin are the maximum and minimum values of the signal respectively [3].
Percent flicker is modulation depth expressed in percentage. This measure relates the
maximum value of the signal to its minimum value, and also describes the relation of the
AC and DC components of the signal. A pure flat DC signal with no modulation would
result in DM = 0, as the minimum and maximum are equal. A signal whose AC amplitude
is equal to the DC offset would give DM = 1, as the minimum of the signal would be 0.
As negative light does not exist, the measured light waveform signal y(t) must always
satisfy y(t) ≥ 0, and thus DM ranges between 0–1. DM does not consider frequency or
the overall shape of the light waveform [3]. Therefore, it is only an eligible measure of
TLM, but not TLA. However, DM is an important concept nonetheless, as the visibility
of TLAs is also dependent on DM, along with frequency and the shape of the TLM.

2.3.2 Flicker Index

The flicker index is a TLM metric which describes the relation of above average light level
compared to the below average level. For a periodic light waveform, the flicker index is
calculated as the area above the mean light level divided by the whole area limited by the
light waveform, for one period.

IF = A1

A1 + A2
, (2)

where A1 and A2 are the light waveform limited areas above and below average-level of
the waveform, respectively [3]. IF gives more consideration to the shape of the waveform
than percent flicker but lacks frequency consideration and thus human perception aspects.
Despite this, IF has been widely used in industry to predict visibility of flicker [3].

2.3.3 Short-term Flicker Severity Index

The short-term flicker severity index P LM
st is a measure which predicts the visibility of

flicker to an average human observer based on measured light waveform. The value
P LM

st = 1 means that an average observer has 50% chance of perceiving flicker, so that
P LM

st > 1 means flicker is visible on average, and P LM
st < 1 flicker is not visible on average

[6]. In EU Ecodesign regulation the limit is set to be P LM
st < 1 [5].

P LM
st and the means of measuring it with the light flickermeter is based on the UIE/IEC

voltage flickermeter and its output, the short-term flicker indicator Pst, which was calculated
based on a model of an average 60 W incandescent lamp. For P LM

st the lamp type
dependency is removed and the index can be calculated for different types of lamps,
including CFL and LED types. The calculation of P LM

st accounts for human sensitivity to
flicker on different frequencies and waveshapes, as well as the human visual and neurological
system, and their response to flicker.

Although flicker is visible up to 80 Hz, P LM
st in practice only considers the most visible

low-end frequencies below 35 Hz. In fact above approximately 70 Hz the modulation
depth needed for the P LM

st to be larger than 1, DM > 1 for all sinusoidal, rectangular and
sawtooth modulations, as shown in Figure 1. Since DM = 1 is the maximum value for
modulation depth, this means that beyond 70 Hz, flicker becomes invisible for any DM
according to P LM

st . P LM
st has a peak sensitivity at 10 Hz for all shapes of modulation, as

seen in Figure 1. The means of calculating P LM
st using the light flickermeter for a measured

light waveform is described in more detail in section 2.4.
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Figure 1: DM which results in P LM
st = 1 as a function of frequency for different shapes of

modulation [6].

2.3.4 Stroboscopic Visibility Measure

Stroboscopic visibility measure (SVM) describes the perceivability of the stroboscopic
effect. SVM was introduced in 2013 and has since been adopted as the standardized
measure for the visibility of the stroboscopic effect [3, 7, 11]. SVM is based on three
perception experiments conducted in a typical office environment, with sinusoidal, square
and more complex light waveforms, utilizing different frequencies [11]. It was found
that the visibility of the stroboscopic effect could be predicted by summing energy of
all the frequency components of the light waveform using Lp-norm with p = 3.7 [11].
The frequency components are first normalized by dividing with the DC component and
then weighted with frequency-dependent visibility threshold modulation depth, which was
found experimentally [7, 11, 17]. As the calculation is based on frequency domain data,
the measured light waveform in time-domain will have to be transformed into frequency
domain using Fourier transform [3, 7]. Details on calculating SVM from measured light
waveform using SVM-meter is described in section 2.5. The value SVM = 1 means that
an average observer has 50% chance of perceiving stroboscopic effect, i.e. SVM > 1 means
stroboscopic effect is visible on average, SVM < 1 means stroboscopic effect is not visible
on average[7]. To mitigate risks caused by the stroboscopic effect, the EU Ecodesign
regulation sets the limit of SVM to be < 0.4 [5]. In Figure 2 are the sensitivity threshold
DM as a function of time for different shapes of TLM.

2.4 Light flickermeter
The objective light flickermeter is a device which converts an input light waveform into
the short-term flicker severity index P LM

st at its output. The light flickermeter is defined
in [6] and based on the earlier IEC voltage flickermeter defined in IEC 61000-4-15, with
modifications which replace the incandescent lamp specific parts of the flickermeter. The
IEC 61000-4-15 voltage flickermeter was built on the basis of measuring input voltage, and
predicting light flicker visibility based on a meter-built-in model of an average incandescent
lamp. In principle, the light waveform was simulated based on measured voltage and the
incandescent lamp model. However, the light flickermeter uses measured light waveform
directly and is thus independent of lamp type. [6, 10]

The light flickermeter consists of four blocks, referred to as blocks A through D in the
standard, each with its own functionality. The block diagram of the light flickermeter is
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Figure 2: DM which results in SVM = 1 as a function of frequency for different modulation
shapes. Rectangular TLM creates the most visible stroboscopic effect. The curves were
acquired by generating 2000 waveforms with 1 Hz increments, for each shape, sinusoidal,
rectangular, and sawtooth, in MATLAB. The amplitudes of the waveforms were scaled so
that each waveform results in SVM = 1.

shown in Figure 3. Five block designs have also been proposed, where the initial block
contains the light measurement, i.e. acquiring the light waveform [10]. In this chapter, the
standardized four block model is followed. The contents and functionality of the blocks
are described in the following sections.

The blocks A–D of the light flickermeter mainly consist of different filters. All the
transfer functions of the different filters are given in IEC TR 61547 [6] as analog filters,
in Laplace-domain. However, if calculation of P LM

st is conducted digitally on discrete
sampled data, the analog filters must be converted to digital equivalents into z-domain
[18]. Discretization and digital implementation of the light flickermeter are discussed in
section 2.4.5. In all filter transfer functions discussed in sections 2.4.1 – 2.4.3, s is the
complex Laplace variable.

 
 

Block A Block B
Input adapter

 

Block C Block D
Statistical analysisEye response Brain response and scaling

Figure 3: Block diagram of the light flickermeter. CDF in Block D stands for cumulative
distribution function.

2.4.1 Block A – Input adapter

The first block, A, is the input illuminance adapter, but although IEC refers to illuminance,
the input can be any luminous quantity [4]. As an input, Block A takes the light waveform
uE(t), which is a voltage signal proportional to the measured relative luminous quantity.
Measuring and acquiring the uE(t) is described in Chapter 3. The function of Block A is
to scale the input light waveform to its average, or DC value, by dividing it by its average
value, as in equation (3), effectively normalizing the input signal.

E(t) = uE(t)
mean(uE(t)) , (3)
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where uE(t) is the light waveform [6]. This normalization allows to measure flicker regardless
of the absolute light level or linear amplification during the waveform acquisition phase.

IEC TR 61547 suggests but does not require, acquiring the DC value by filtering the
signal with a 1st order low-pass filter, as is done in [10]. The transfer function of the
low-pass filter is

FLPSC(s) = 1
τLPSC · s + 1 , (4)

where s is the Laplace-variable and τLPSC = 10 s is the filter time constant [6]. This low-
pass filter has a cut-off frequency of 0.016 Hz, practically only passing the DC component.
After the filtered signal has settled at a steady value, the DC value can be determined.
The 10 second time constant has been chosen to limit the transition time of the response
[10], and thus shorten the time required for the acquisition of the signal mean. The output
of Block A is the normalized light waveform E(t).

2.4.2 Block B – Eye response

Block B contains three filters, the purposes of which are to demodulate the signal and
simulate the human eye response [10, 19]. At first is a 1st order high-pass filter with analog
transfer function given as

FHP(s) = τHP · s

τHP · s + 1 , (5)

where τHP = 1
2π·fHP

= 3.18 s is the filter time constant and fHP = 0.05 Hz is the filter cutoff
frequency [6]. The function of this filter is to demodulate the signal by eliminating the
DC component altogether, leaving only the normalized AC component, which represents
the variations in the luminous quantity [10, 19].

Next in Block B is a 6th order low-pass Butterworth filter, with cut-off frequency
fLPBW = 35 Hz for 50 Hz systems, and fLPBW = 42 Hz for 60 Hz systems. The function
of this filter is to further demodulate the signal by eliminating the fundamental frequency
of the carrier wave, i.e. the mains frequency component as well as its harmonics and any
interharmonics, caused by the modulating signal. Butterworth has been chosen for it
has the flattest response at the passband, and the order was determined by the need of
having approximately -50 dB attenuation at double the mains frequency [19]. The factors
of normalized 6th order Butterworth polynomial to three decimal places are [20]

B6(s) = (s2 + 0.518s + 1)(s2 + 1.414s + 1)(s2 + 1.932s + 1). (6)

The 6th order low-pass Butterworth filter is implemented as three cascaded 2nd order filters
each with transfer function of

FBW2(s) = 1
(s/ω0)2 + 2ζ(s/ω0) + 1 , (7)

where ω0 = 2πfLPBW is the cutoff frequency in rad/s, and ζ is the damping factor defined
as one-half of the coefficient of s in each quadratic factor of the Butterworth polynomial
in equation 6 [20].

Cascading the three 2nd order filters (7), and substituting coefficients of s in (6), the
total transfer function of the 6th order Butterworth filter is then be given by

FLPBW(s) =
3∏︂

i=1

1
(s/ω0)2 + 2ζi(s/ω0) + 1 , (8)
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where ζ1 = 0.259, ζ2 = 0.707, ζ3 = 0.966 and ω0 = 2πfLPBW = 70π rad/s. After applying
the low-pass Butterworth filter, only the frequency band of 0.05 – 35 Hz effectively remains
in the signal. As described in 2.2.1, flicker is most easily perceived in this frequency band.

The third filter in Block B is a specialized bandpass filter, with a peak of the passband
at 10 Hz, mimicking the eye-brain frequency response of an average observer [10]. The
transfer function of the weighting filter is

F LM
WF(s) = F V

WF(s)
FRL(s) , (9)

where F V
WF(s), defined in equation (10), is the standard voltage flickermeter weighting

filter defined in IEC 61000-4-15, which models the lamp-eye system. FRL(s), defined in
equation (11), represents the behavior of an average 60 W incandescent lamp, which was
found by observing the average response of ten 60 W incandescent lamps from different
manufacturers [10].

The transfer function of the standard voltage flickermeter weighting filter is

F V
WF(s) = k · ω1 · s

s2 + 2λ · s + ω2
1

·
1 +

s

ω2(︄
1 +

s

ω3

)︄
·
(︄

1 +
s

ω4

)︄, (10)

where the parameters for 230 V / 50 Hz system are k = 1.74802, λ = 2π · 4.5981s−1,
ω1 = 2π · 9.15494s−1, ω2 = 2π · 2.27979s−1, ω3 = 2π · 1.22535s−1 and ω4 = 2π · 21.9s−1

[10]. The transfer function of average 60 W incandescent lamp follows the response of a
2nd order low-pass filter and is given by

FRL(s) = K

τL1 · s2 + τL2 · s + 1 , (11)

where K = 3.57, τL1 = 0.02 ms and τL2 = 21.2 ms [6]. Substituting equations (10) and
(11) into equation (9) results in

F LM
WF(s) = 0.041661 · s4 + 44.758 · s3 + 2715.6 · s2 + 29839 · s

s4 + 196.32 · s3 + 11781 · s2 + 534820 · s + 3505380 . (12)

This is the form given in [6], and it represents the frequency response of an average human
eye to the flicker signal. [6, 10, 19]. In principle F V

WF(s) simulates the human eye-response
to an average 60 W incandescent lamp modeled as FRL(s), when demodulated measured
supply voltage signal is applied to the lamp. In the light flickermeter defined in [6], the
light waveform is measured directly, instead of simulating it based on lamp model and
supply voltage measurement. For that, the 60 W incandescent lamp dependency needs
to be removed, which is done by applying the inverse of the lamp model FRL(s) to the
weighting filter F V

WF(s), an approach proposed in [14] and later adopted to the standard.
Thus F LM

WF(s) is effectively modeling the human eye response to the flicker signal, which is
at this point has gone through normalization and high- and low-pass filtering. Originally
the peak of the passband in the voltage flickermeter weighting filter was at 8.8 Hz, but due
to the application of the inverse-lamp model in the light flickermeter, the peak has shifted
to 10 Hz. As can be seen in Figure 4, the Block B of light flickermeter highly attenuates
all frequencies outside the most visible band 5–20 Hz, explained in section 2.2.1.
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Figure 4: Linear scale amplitude responses of the different filters in Block B. The black
curve labeled Block B represents the total amplitude response of all filters in Block B

2.4.3 Block C – Brain response and scaling

Block C models the non-linear eye-brain response to the flicker signal. At first in Block
C there is a squaring multiplier, which by squaring the signal represents the non-linear
perception of flicker during transfer phase from eye to brain [10]. The squaring multiplier
is followed by a 1st order low-pass filter, with a time constant of 300 ms. This simulates the
brain memory storage effect. The low-pass filter serves as a sliding mean filter, merging
rapid changes of flicker severity together, similarly as the human brain does [19]. The
sliding mean low-pass filter has a transfer function of

FLP(s) = 1
τLP · s + 1 , (13)

where τLP = 300 ms.
The signal is at this point the unscaled instantaneous flicker sensation [6]. Next,

the signal is scaled with a scaling factor S, in such a way that the produced maximum
instantaneous flicker gets a value of Pinst = 1 when the following reference relative
illuminance waveform is fed to the light flickermeter

E(t) = 1 + dE

2 · sin(2πfm · t), (14)

where E(t) is the relative illuminance waveform which produces maximum of Pinst = 1,
fm = 8.8 Hz is the modulation frequency, dE = 0.630 % is the relative change of sinusoidal
modulation of the illuminance, equal to twice of the DM of the reference waveform [6].
The modulation frequency fm = 8.8 Hz is the frequency at which the average human eye
is most sensitive to flicker. This means that it is the frequency at which the required
DM for visible flicker is the smallest. This allows for most exact calculation of S, since
the relation of the absolute error in Pinst and absolute error in S is at its largest at this
frequency.

The standard [6] offers no instructions or other reference than (14) on how to calculate
S. Theoretically the scaling factor S could be calculated from the amplitude responses of
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the various filters at fm as

S =
2(︄

dE

2 · |FHP(jωm)| · |FLPBW(jωm)| · |F LM
WF(jωm)|

)︄2

· (1 + |FLP(2jωm)|)
, (15)

where dE = 0.630 % is the relative change in (14), ωm = 2πfm, fm = 8.8 Hz is the
modulation frequency in (14), j =

√
−1 is the imaginary unit, FHP, FLPBW, F LM

WF and FLP
are the transfer functions of the high-pass (5), low-pass Butterworth (8), weighting (12)
and sliding-mean low-pass (13) filters [19].

On ideal analog filters, equation (15) would result in S = 1101910.946. However, the
scaling factor is dependent on the actual implementation of the filters, so different scaling
factors in the same order of magnitude have been found experimentally and are used for
example in [21]. The output of Block C is the instantaneous flicker sensation Pinst.

2.4.4 Block D – Statistical analysis

Block D conducts the statistical analysis on the instantaneous flicker sensation Pinst,
resulting in the short-term flicker severity index P LM

st . First Pinst is divided into number
of vertical bins and a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) is formed. P LM

st is then
calculated as

P LM
st =

√︂
0.0314P0.1 + 0.0525P1s + 0.0657P3s + 0.28P10s + 0.08P50s, (16)

where Pi are values of Pinst exceeded with probability of i% during the measurement period,
i.e. the values of Pinst above which i% of the Pinst lies [10]. The weighting coefficients are
determined so that they account for a wide variety of different waveshapes and modulations
[22]. To account for sudden changes in the cumulative probability, smoothed values are
used, denoted with suffix s, and smoothing is done as follows [6]

P1s = P0.7 + P1 + P1.5

3
P3s = P2.2 + P3 + P4

3
P10s = P6 + P8 + P10 + P13 + P17

5
P50s = P30 + P50 + P80

3 .

(17)

P0.1 is not smoothed as it requires no further smoothing since the sliding mean filter in
Block C already smoothens the sharpest peaks, of which the highest peaks presented
by P0.1 are part of [23]. IEC TR 61547 recommends discarding the first 60 s of the
instantaneous flicker sensation Pinst, to ensure that P LM

st is calculated on steady-state
after the various filters of the light flickermeter have settled [6]. However, some of the
filter transient times can be reduced in a digital implementation of the light flickermeter,
shortening the need for discarded duration.

2.4.5 Digital implementation of the light flickermeter

IEC TR 61547 instructs on the analog implementation of the objective light flickermeter,
but the meter can also be implemented digitally, in case the measurement is conducted
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the on light waveform, which is sampled from analog to digital. The various filters of the
light flickermeter need to be discretized to digital equivalents [18]. Various discretization
methods exist, but for the light flickermeter a method with good frequency-response
correspondence between analog and digital implementations should be used. Good
frequency-response correspondence would match the performance of the digital flicker
meter to the analog one. The covariance-invariant method was found to be the most
accurate in [24], but a more common method of discretization with good frequency-
response correspondence is Tustin’s method, also known as bilinear transform, which also
preserves the stability of the analog system. Tustin’s method has been used for the light
flickermeters in [25] and [21], and for the older voltage flickermeter in [23].

On digital implementation, the average of the light waveform needed for the normal-
ization in Block A (2.4.1) can be determined by calculating the mean of the sampled
data, eliminating the need for the first low-pass filter (4). The subtraction of the DC
component in Block B (2.4.2) with the high-pass filter (5), creates a large filter transient
since the signal basically steps down to zero-mean level. On digital implementation, the
transient period can be reduced by smoothing, and by subtracting the DC component, i.e.
the mean of the normalized waveform, equal to one, before filtering [21]. This diminishes
the step change in the signal since the 0 Hz component is removed before the filtering.
After subtracting the mean, the signal may be filtered with the high-pass filter effectively
filtering the near-DC low-frequency range of 0–0.05 Hz.

2.5 SVM-meter
The stroboscopic effect visibility meter or SVM-meter is a device which converts an input
light waveform into the Stroboscopic Visibility Measure (SVM) at its output. In the same
fashion as with the light flickermeter, the SVM-meter consists of four blocks, A–D, shown
in Figure 5, each with its own functionality. Fundamentally the SVM-meter conducts
weighted summation on normalized frequency components of the light waveform to obtain
the stroboscopic visibility measure SVM.

 
 

Block A Block B
Input adapter Spectrum calculation Weighing by sensitivity

Block C Block D
Summation

SVM

Figure 5: Block diagram of the SVM-meter

2.5.1 Block A – Input adapter

Block A of the SVM-meter is called the input illuminance adapter in [7], but any luminous
quantity may be used [4]. Input of Block A is the digitized measured light waveform uE(t).
It is then normalized by dividing it with its mean, the DC component, as

E(t) = uE(t)
mean(uE(t)) . (18)

Normalization allows the calculation of SVM independent of the absolute light level. The
output of Block A is the normalized light waveform E(t). [7]
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2.5.2 Block B – Spectrum calculation

Block B calculates the frequency spectrum C(f) (referred to as Power Spectral Density
(PSD) in [4]) of the normalized light waveform E(t) through Fourier transform. Since the
light waveform is discrete, and practically periodic, at least when the measured AC-fed
light source is in its steady-state, the Fourier transform needs to be the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT). Both IEC and CIE imply, but do not require nor strictly recommend,
the use of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm for DFT and acquiring C(f) [4, 7]. In
practice, FFT algorithms are the most efficient algorithms to calculate Fourier transforms
[18]. More detailed instructions on acquiring C(f) are in preparation by CIE TC 2-89 [4],
but as of the time of writing this thesis, have not been published yet.

Before taking the Fourier transform, the light waveform should be treated to ac-
quire more reliable frequency spectrum data. Both IEC and CIE recommend to apply
windowing, particularly Hanning-windowing [3, 7]. Hanning-windowing, also known as
Hann-windowing, accounts for the spectral leakage effects caused by a possible non-integer
number of periods in the sampled data of the light waveform. DFT treats the signal
as a discrete periodic signal so that the last sampled point is followed by the first. If
the sampled light waveform has a non-integer number of periods, the first and last data
points will be in different phases and this discontinuity is seen as a step increment in
the endpoint boundary, resulting in spectral leakage [7, 26]. This phenomenon can be
reduced by applying suitable windowing, such as the Hanning window which reduces the
amplitude of the endpoints of the signal, allowing for a smooth transition at the endpoint
boundary [18, 26]. The Hanning-window is given as

wHanning = 0.5
(︃

1 − cos
(︃2πn

Ns

)︃)︃
= sin2

(︃
πn

Ns

)︃
, 0 ≤ n ≤ Ns, (19)

where n is an integer, Ns is the number of samples [18]. Applying windowing in time-
domain leads to coherent power gain, which in practice attenuates the signal. This needs
to be accounted for by multiplying the signal by an amplitude correction factor after the
windowing. For the Hanning-window wHanning given in equation (19), the correction factor
is 2 [26], since the wHanning on average reduces the amplitude of the signal to one half of
the non-windowed signal.

Spectral leakage can in theory be avoided by having the number of samples such that
an integer number of periods are present in the light waveform. This should be possible
by knowing the sample rate and acknowledging the fact that the fundamental frequency
behind the light source dynamics is double the mains frequency of the electric supply.

IEC also recommends "nulling", which presumably means zero-padding, for the signal
to increase frequency resolution [7]. Zero-padding adds zeros to the end of the time-domain
light waveform. This serves as adding more frequency bins to the frequency spectrum.
It does not increase the actual frequency resolution, but rather leads to interpolation
between the frequency points, allowing a smoother spectrum curve. Zero-padding can also
be used to lengthen the signal to a length which is a power of two, which is required for
radix-2 FFT algorithms. After windowing, or otherwise accounting for spectral leakage,
and possible zero-padding, the frequency spectrum S(f) of the light waveform is calculated
by Fourier transform as

S(f) = F{E(t)}. (20)

Since IEC TR 63158 [7] implies applying the FFT algorithm, the resulting S(f) is the
two-sided frequency spectrum of the light waveform, where half the spectrum is on the
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negative frequency side. The two-sided spectrum is spanning approximately on frequency
range [−fs/2, fs/2] as the maximum frequency is given by

fmax = (Ns − 1)
2 · (Ns/fs)

≈ fs/2, (21)

where Ns is the number of samples, fs is the sampling rate used [7].
To acquire the frequency spectrum C(f) from the two-sided spectrum, IEC TR 63158

instructs discarding the negative frequency side, then compensating that by multiplying
the positive side by a factor of two. The 0 Hz component will not be multiplied as it
is not divided on two sides. IEC TR 63158 also instructs normalizing the spectrum by
dividing it with the amplitude of the DC component S(0), as

C(f) = 2 · S(f)/S(0), f ∈ (0, fs/2], (22)

where S(f) is the two-sided spectrum and S(0) is the DC component [7]. However, as the
light waveform was already normalized in Block A, this normalization is redundant as
S(0) = 1, for any properly normalized waveform and accurately implemented DFT. The
output of Block B is the normalized frequency spectrum C(f).

2.5.3 Block C – Weighing by sensitivity

Block C contains weighting of the frequency spectrum C(f) by dividing it with the visibility
threshold modulation depth of sinusoidal modulation T (f), which is experimentally found
as described in section 2.2.2, and is given by

T (f) = 1
1 + e−a(f−b) + 20e−f/10, (23)

where f is frequency in Hz, a = 0.00518 s, b = 306.6 Hz [7]. T (f) is only defined up to
2000 Hz, and shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Sinusoidal sensitivity threshold modulation depth T (f) for stroboscopic effect

Since T (f) corresponds to DM, equation (1), of sinusoidal modulation, it can be
determined that the sensitivity is peaking at 77 Hz, where DM < 0.25 for sinusoidal
modulation introduces visible stroboscopic effect. Other modulation shapes are considered
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in Figure 2. Below 32 Hz, T (f) becomes larger than one, meaning no sinusoidal modulations
may cause visible stroboscopic effect. Also below 32 Hz, T (f) loses its physical significance
and becomes purely a weighting function, since DM > 1 corresponds to a situation where
the minimum of the light waveform would be negative, i.e. the photometer emitting
photons instead of absorbing them. When approaching zero frequency, T (f) increases
approaching the value of approximately 20 and thus mostly disregarding the low-frequency
components of the light waveform. This is in line with the fact that in practice flicker
is the dominant TLA below 60 Hz [3]. Despite the DC component having a finite value
of T (0), it is completely discarded as explained later in section 2.5.4. After 1 kHz the
threshold settles approximately to 1. The output of Block C is the weighted spectrum
C(f)/T (f).

2.5.4 Block D – Summation

Block D only contains the summation of the weighted spectrum by the means of Minkowski
distance. The resulting measure is the Stroboscopic Visibility Measure, given by

SVM = 3,7

⌜⃓⃓⎷ ∞∑︂
i=1

(︃
Ci

Ti

)︃3,7
, (24)

where Ci is the relative amplitude of ith component of the one-sided frequency spectrum
and Ti is the corresponding visibility threshold for sinusoidal modulation [7, 11].

In IEC TR 63158 [7] the index of the sum goes up to infinity, but the frequency of the
highest component must not exceed 2000 Hz no matter the value of the index. As such,
the maximum of the index i must correspond to 2000 Hz, whereas i = 0 corresponds to
the 0 Hz DC-component which is thus discarded in the summation since the sum starts
from i = 1. In practice, the index is determined by the frequency resolution ∆f of the
FFT, with one increment in i corresponding to an increment of one ∆f in frequency.
Both IEC and CIE recommend using peak-finding algorithms instead of summing all the
components, and CIE also recommends a minimum distance of 1 Hz between the peaks
[3, 7].

2.6 LED lamps as the Equipment under Testing
In recent years, LED lamps along with compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) have replaced
the traditional energy-inefficient incandescent lamps. Compared to incandescent lamps,
LED lamps have high luminous efficacy and longer lifespan. Unlike CFLs, LED lamps
do not contain any substances which are toxic to the end-user, such as mercury. High
luminous efficacy along with low power consumption and non-toxicity have allowed for
LED lamps to conquer large portion of the market, and it has been predicted by 2030
LED based lamps will have 87,4% share of the global market, eventually replacing nearly
all other lighting technologies. [1]

Since LED lamps are the most typical light source for residential applications, they
were chosen to be tested for TLAs. An LED lamp typically consist of one or more LEDs
and a power electronic LED driver to convert the mains AC electricity to suitable DC
form for the LEDs [2, 27]. The LED drivers may be built-in on a chip or external devices
between the grid and the LEDs. All the EUTs used in this work were E27-base LED
lamps, in which the driver is embedded inside the base.
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2.6.1 Light emitting diodes in LED lamps

The basic functionality of an LED is based on conventional p–n junction diodes. Re-
combination of electrons and electron holes at the p–n junction releases energy, part of
which is emitted as photons. In a diode, p–n junction is the boundary between p- and
n-type semiconducting materials, which have been created by doping a semiconductor
substrate with impurities with excess charge carriers. Semiconductors of p-type have a
dopant with free positive charge carriers (electron holes), whereas n-type semiconductors
have a dopant with free negative charge carriers (electrons). As forward voltage is applied
over the light-emitting diode, the diode starts to conduct current from p-side to n-side.
As the current flows through the LED, electrons and electron-holes recombine at the p–n
junction and the electrons transfer from conduction band to valence band, releasing energy
in the process by emitting photons. [28]

The energy of the emitted photon is approximately given by

Ec − Ev ≈ hc

λ
= hf, (25)

where Ec is the energy of the electron on conduction band, Ev is the energy of the electron
on valence band, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light and f is the frequency of
the emitted photon [28, 29]. The wavelength λ and thus the colour of the emitted light is
then given by

λ = c

f
, (26)

where c is the speed of light. Since Ec and Ev are determined by the semiconductor
materials, the materials also determine the color of the light. Not all recombinations
produce a photon, some energy is also released as heat, dissipated to the environment by
the lamp [28]. Nonetheless, the light emitted by the LED reacts fast to any changes in
driving current, rendering LEDs prone to TLM due to fluctuations in the current [27].

The band f in equation (25) on which the light is emitted is narrow for LEDs, whereas
all the tested LED lamps have white light. White light in theory occupies the whole
visible light range, but the white light produced by LED lamps is in practice produced
with blue LEDs coated with fluorescent phosphor layer [27]. The phosphor absorbs part
of the blue light, and through fluorescence emits lower energy, i.e. longer wavelengths of
light, like yellow [30]. The yellow light combined with the non-absorbed blue light appears
to the human eye as white light.

2.6.2 LED lamp classification by driver topology

Since LEDs function on DC, the mains AC electricity needs to be converted into a suitable
form for the LEDs through an LED driver. Based on LED driver topologies, and their
electrical characteristics, four basic types of LED lamps have been proposed in [31], and
further subdivisions in [32]. The power electronic driver of a LED lamp has direct impact
on the current of the LEDs and thus their luminous output and TLM behavior. Intrinsic
TLM in LED lamps is caused by the driver [2].

The basic topologies of the different types according to [31] are shown in Figure 7.
In this figure, only one LED string is shown for each type, but multiple parallel LED
strings or filaments are common in actual LED lamps [27]. Different driver topologies
have also been discussed in [2] and [27], but the classification given in [31] is used here,
as the type of an EUT can be determined by the shape of the current waveform, and its
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phase in relation to the phase of the input voltage. The typical input current waveforms
for each type are shown in Figure 8. The circuit topologies of the four types are briefly
described here. Common aspect for all four driver-types is input protection with a fuse
and metal-oxide varistor [31].

Figure 7: Four typical LED lamp driving topologies as presented in [31].

Type A: Full-wave Rectifier with Smoothing Capacitor and DC-DC Converter
Circuit.
Type A LED lamps typically have the input protection followed by a simple LC filter with
series inductance and parallel capacitance to limit electromagnetic interference (EMI).
The EMI filter is followed by AC-DC conversion through a full-wave diode-bridge rectifier
and a smoothing capacitor, C1 in type A in Figure 7. The AC mains voltage is rectified on
the positive side, and the smoothing capacitor smoothens the rectified sinusoid into a more
constant DC-like voltage, by acting as energy storage for the LEDs allowing for operation
during zero-crossing of mains voltage. The capacitor is followed by a DC-DC converter,
which adjusts the DC voltage to suitable level for the LEDs. Type A lamps are further
divided into subtypes, based on the control scheme of the DC-DC converter. Type A
drivers have no power factor correction (PFC), and thus draw short high-amplitude pulses
of current once every half-phase of the input voltage, charging the capacitor. [31, 32]

Type B: Capacitive Dropper Circuit.
Type B is the simplest and cheapest type, found typically in low-power LED lamps. The
input protection is typically followed by a series capacitor (C1), and then a full-wave
rectifier. The series capacitor (C1) limits the voltage and current supplied to the full-
wave rectifier and has a parallel resistor (R1) to discharge the capacitor after the lamp
is switched off. Another series resistor (R2) limits the inrush current. The full-wave
rectifier is followed by an output smoothing capacitor (C2) with the same functionality
as the smoothing capacitor in Type A, and a reverse direction Zener-diode (DZ). The
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Zener-diode acts as a shunt regulator, protecting the LEDs from overvoltage. For the
inrush current limiting resistor and series capacitor, the current drawn is not as sharp a
spike as with Type A. [31, 32]

Type C: Linear CCR Straight Circuit.
Like in Type A, the input protection is followed by an LC EMI filter and full-wave rectifier.
Typically there is no smoothing capacitor, but the LEDs get constant current from a
constant current regulator (CCR), which can operate over the wider un-smoothed voltage
range. The CCR is implemented as a self-biased transistor. As a transistor configuration,
the CCR is prone to damage from overvoltage. As such, there is overvoltage protection
circuitry between the rectifier and the CCR. [31, 32]

Type D: Switch-Mode Driver Circuit.
Type D LED lamps again have EMI-filter followed by a full-wave rectifier, like types A
and C. The rectifier is followed by a DC-DC converter, with power factor correction, to
set the voltage level suitable for the LEDs. Type D LED lamps are further divided into
two subgroups based on whether the DC-DC converter is one- or two-staged. [31, 32]

Figure 8: Input voltage and typical input current waveform for the four LED lamp driver
types A–D, classified in [31] and found in lamps measured in Chapter 4. The represented
current waveforms are from LED lamps in Table 8 (Type A/L45, Type B/L34, Type
D/L47) and in Table 9 (Type C/K1)
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3 Measurement of Temporal Light Artefacts
Details, functionality, and verification procedure of the measurement setup and digital
TLA meters are described in this chapter. Potential quality metrics of the measurement
equipment are also identified.

3.1 Measurement setup and equipment
The setup and equipment used for the measurement and their requirements are broadly
described in this section. The requirements for the measurement setup of flicker and
stroboscopic visibility are given in [6] and [7] respectively. Further instructions and
guidance on the practical implementation of setup are given in [4]. A broad schematic of
the setup is given in Figure 9
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Figure 9: Schematic of the assembled TLA measurement setup

3.1.1 Measured quantity

When measuring the intrinsic flicker of the EUT, the same physical setup can also be used
for measurement of stroboscopic effect, since the setup requirements are overlapping and
the quantity of interest, the relative light waveform, is the same in both cases. IEC defines
the light waveform as the relative illuminance over time [6, 7], but CIE acknowledges that
any luminous quantity can be used [4].

IEC refers to the measured quantity being the "relative illuminance" in their standards
[6, 7], as it is the primary luminous quantity measured with a photometer. Nonetheless, in
practice the integrating sphere method recommended by both IEC and CIE, leads to the
luminous quantity being the total luminous flux ϕv of the EUT, as in theory the sphere
should reflect light from all points on its inner surface to all other points, meaning that the
photometer captures the whole luminous flux of the EUT [33]. Nonetheless, the definition
"relative" is important here, as it removes the need of measuring absolute values, so there
is no need for absolute characterization of the sphere. The measured light waveform will
be normalized when calculating the TLA metrics, and the TLA metrics are determined
by the DM.

In the end, the actual sampled and digitally stored quantity is voltage, and the absolute
quantity is the photocurrent from the photometer. The other quantities are proportional
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to it; voltage is proportional to the photocurrent by the CVC total gain Atot [V/A], the
measured total luminous flux of an EUT is proportional to the photocurrent by the inverse
of the integrating sphere and photometer combined flux responsivity [lm/A], and the IEC
used "relative illuminance" can be perceived to be proportional to the photocurrent by
the inverse of the photometer responsivity [lx/A]. The photocurrent is also absolute by
it arising from actual photons absorbed by the photodiode in the photometer, while the
other measures depend on chosen Atot and the calibration of the sphere and photometer
responsivities.

The setup is built to acquire sampled time-domain data of the light waveform through
measuring the total luminous flux of an EUT with a photometer and integrating sphere,
converting photometer output photocurrent to a voltage signal, and sampling the voltage
signal for digital data storage. The digital data is then used in computing of the TLA
metrics in MATLAB. The frequency-domain data needed for the calculation of SVM is
acquired from the time-domain light waveform through Fourier transform, and thus the
same time-domain data can be used for calculation of both P LM

st and SVM.

3.1.2 General environmental conditions

According to the standards, the measurements are to be executed in a room in which
environmental effects like external electromagnetic disturbances and mechanical vibrations
are negligible, and ambient conditions are suitable for the EUTs [6, 7, 4]. The measurement
setup was assembled in the Photometry laboratory of the Metrology Research Institute
(MRI), which is a joint laboratory of Aalto University and the Finnish National Metrology
Institute VTT MIKES [34]. MRI acts as the Finnish national standard laboratory for
optical quantities, rendering the Photometry laboratory of MRI is suitable for standard
level photometric measurements [34]. The ambient temperature and relative humidity
are regulated using HVAC equipment installed in the laboratory room. No prominent
external EMI sources, like arc-furnaces, large electric motors, or other sources of EMI are
known to be present in the proximity of the laboratory. No mechanical vibration sources,
like trains or seismic activity, are known in the proximity either.

3.1.3 Electrical power source

An electrical power source is needed to operate the EUTs. As the electrical power source
can have a noticeable effect on the temporal modulation of the EUTs, it is essential to
have a stable, and well-functioning source [4]. The unmodulated input voltage Uin of the
EUT is required to be within ±0.5% of the nominal RMS-level and the frequency fin of the
voltage to be within ±0.5% of the nominal frequency [6, 7]. For these purposes, a Chroma
61601 programmable AC power source is used. It provides sinusoidal output voltage with
low distortion, and has a maximum output power of 500 VA, with a voltage resolution of
0.1 V and frequency resolution of 0.01 Hz. The output RMS voltage and frequency can
be programmed on the front panel of the device, or the device can be remotely operated
with computer software.

3.1.4 Optical test environment

The optical test environment has two main requirements. It must provide optical shielding
so that no ambient light produced by a source other than the EUT is present at the
measurement. The optical test environment must also allow for indirect measurement
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of light, due to the possibility of EUT having a non-uniform spatial distribution of
light. To avoid undesired fluctuations of light due to mechanical vibrations of the EUT or
photometer, IEC TR 63158 requires the optical test environment to be mechanically robust.
To fulfill the optical shielding and indirect measurement requirements, an integrating
sphere was utilized. IEC TR 63158 and 61547 do not require the usage of an integrating
sphere but along with CIE TN-012, they suggest it may be used. [6, 7, 4]

An integrating sphere is a hollow sphere with a reflective inner surface, ideally with non-
selective high reflectance on all wavelengths of visible light. In principle, the illuminance
on any point of the inner surface is the sum of the direct light from the source and reflected
light from all the other points on the inner surface. The measured light source is to be
placed in the center of the sphere. [35]

The integrating sphere of MRI is a Labsphere LMS-650 with a 165 cm inner diameter.
It consists of two half-spheres, one of which is fixed on the floor and the other can
be moved on rails to open the sphere. This allows getting access to the inside of the
sphere for changing EUT or lamp holders. The inner surface of the sphere is coated with
white barium-sulphate (BaSO4) paint with approximately 98% reflectance on visible light
wavelengths [33]. The approximate spatial responsivity distribution of the inner surface
of the sphere is shown in Figure 10. The fixed side of the sphere has a sensor mounting
on which a photometer or spectrometer can be placed to measure light inside the sphere.
At the top and the bottom of the sphere are clamped mountings for interchangeable
lamp-holders, five of which are in use at the MRI. A lamp holder is a reflective white rod
with a suitable lamp base, designed to place the light source into the center of the hollow
of the sphere while causing minimum interference to the functionality of the integrating
sphere. The fixed side of the sphere has also an opening for reference flux from an external
light source. The movable side has an auxiliary lamp mounting. To cover the sensor from
non-reflected direct light and to minimize the effect of the opening and auxiliary lamp
mounting, BaSO4-coated baffles are placed in front of these anomalies.

Figure 10: The spatial responsivity distribution of the sphere as presented in [36]. Azimuth
angle 0◦ corresponds to the middle of the non-fixed side, where the auxiliary port is located.
Zenith angle 0◦ corresponds to the top of the sphere.

Since the measured quantity is the relative light waveform, there is no need for absolute
calibration of the sphere responsivity. However, to determine the limitations of the setup
the combined responsivity of the sphere and the photometer is useful information. The
sphere responsivity with the regular E27 lamp-holder was calibrated in August 2021 and
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was found to be approximately 7.95 nA/lm. As can be seen in Figure 10, the sphere has
good responsivity all around the inner surface, enabling the detection of possible spatial
TLM in EUTs.

3.1.5 Light sensor and amplifier

To detect the analog optical signal from within the integrating sphere, a photodiode light
sensor is required. The light sensor should be equipped with an optical V(λ)-filter to
match it to the CIE 1931 eye sensitivity curve [6, 7]. This combination of photodiode
and V(λ)-filter was achieved with a photometer, which is a light detector converting the
detected light to electric current known as photocurrent [33]. To convert the photocurrent
to a voltage signal, a current-to-voltage-converter (CVC), such as a transimpedance
amplifier, is required. The CVC should have a linear response with no offset voltage
present. Absolute calibration of the light sensor is not required. [4, 6, 7]

The LM-1 photometer of MRI was used in the measurement. LM-1 is a PRC Krochmann
manufactured PRC TH15 illuminance-measuring standard photometer with temperature
regulated, integrated V(λ)-filter. The temperature controller has a separate power supply
connected to the photometer via a cable. The LM-1 detector head has an 8-mm diameter
flat diffuser allowing for a wide sensing angle, ideal for measuring inside an integrating
sphere. To convert the detected light to photocurrent, the LM-1 photometer utilizes a
silicon photodiode manufactured by Hamamatsu Photonics. [33]

As the amplifier, an MRI-CVC high precision current-to-voltage converter was used.
These MRI-CVCs have two-stage amplification, the first of which utilizes a transimpedance
amplifier, for the current-to-voltage conversion, with selectable amplification. The second
stage has a post gain voltage amplification, with an optional low-pass filter, which is used
as an anti-aliasing filter in the setup. The amplification of the transimpedance amplifier
can be set between 103 to 109 V

A and the post gain can be set to -1, 10 or 100, allowing
for combined total amplification Atot between 103 to 1011. This enables the measurement
of lamps with highly different brightness levels. The integrated low-pass filter has four
settings for cut-off frequency fc: 10 Hz, 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz. The low-pass filter can
be bypassed by setting post gain to -1, which also inverts the signal. Since the low-pass
filter was utilized in TLA measurements, the post gain was always set to 10, and Atot was
adjusted by setting the transimpedance gain. The MRI-CVCs have a nominal output
voltage range of ±10 V, and the output saturates at ±11.5 V.

3.1.6 Data acquisition

For data acquisition, an oscilloscope is suggested in [7, 4]. It detects the output voltage
from the light sensor amplifier, MRI-CVC in the setup, and converts the voltage signal to
digital using an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The digitized light waveform data was
then used to calculate the TLA measures. Measurement parameters, which are set with
the oscilloscope, are the duration of the measurement, Ttest, and number of samples, Ns.
These parameters also dictate the sampling rate fs by equation (27). The vertical range
of the oscilloscope also sets the vertical resolution of the light waveform, and frequency
resolution is limited by the number of samples and sample rate.

Teledyne LeCroy HDO4054 oscilloscope was used in the measurement. It has a 12-bit
vertical resolution and a maximum sample rate of 1.25 GHz. Data acquisition time and
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number of samples can be set on the oscilloscope, and these determine the sample rate by

fs = Ns

Ttest
, (27)

where fs is the sampling rate in Hz, Ns is the number of samples, Ttest is the measurement
duration in seconds.

Ns can be set to 8 different values [500 S, 10 kS, 100 kS, 1.0 MS, 5.0 MS, 10 MS, 12.5
MS, 25 MS], and Ttest to [2, 5, 10]·[10−9 to 103] seconds. The sampling rate needs to be
set in accordance with the cut-off frequency of the anti-aliasing filter at the CVC, so that
no aliasing takes place during the sampling [4, 7]. This is verified in section 3.2.3. The
oscilloscope has a waveform saving feature to store the sampled voltage signal shown on
the display, which was used for data acquisition.

3.1.7 Other equipment

The other equipment presented in this section are not directly needed in the measurement
of TLA but were used in the standard verification procedure, in other validations of the
setup, and for other purposes.

Power analyzer

For supply voltage verification purposes in section 3.2.1, as well as to acquire the current
waveform data of the EUTs, a Yokogawa WT1800 Precision Power Analyzer was used in
combination with the Chroma AC power source. The Yokogawa WT1800 power analyzer
is calibrated, allowing for verification of the supply voltage parameters of the Chroma AC
power source. The Yokogawa WT1800 has a data storage feature that can be used to save
the input current and voltage waveforms supplied to the EUT. This data was utilized in
identifying the driver type of the EUT.

DC power source

Some standard required verifications of the setup require the usage of DC-fed reference
lamp [7]. For this purpose, a Heinzinger PTN55 125—10 low voltage precision power
supply is used. It has low ripple, high stability output, and can function as a voltage or
current source, with adjustable output up to 125 V / 10 A. The Heinzinger power supply
was not used with EUTs, since they operate on mains electricity, but it was required for
SV M |noise-verification procedure described in section 3.2.8, and it is also used as a power
source for the Multiple Transfer Standard.

Multiple transfer standard

The Multiple transfer standard (MTS) is a temperature-stabilized programmable LED-
based light source originally designed for characterization of test setups used for LED
measurements. The MTS is assembled into a 6-sided cube, five of which, the fours sides
and bottom-side, have identical circuit boards with five LED assemblies each. The five
LEDs are red, green, blue, warm white (3000 K), and cool white (4000 K). The main
feature of the MTS utilized in this work is the programmability of the MTS, allowing for
arbitrary modulations and different constant light levels. These were used in the validation
of the setup. Whenever used, the MTS was fitted with its spherical globe accessory to
homogenize the light, from the point source LEDs.[37]
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Function generator

An Agilent Arbitrary Waveform Generator was used in inspecting the amplitude response
of the oscilloscope and CVC in section 3.4.2. It is capable of creating voltage waveforms,
with various shapes, different frequencies, DC offsets, and amplitudes. It was used in
creating sinusoidal test signals, for which it has a good flatness of amplitude.

3.2 Standard verification of the setup
To validate the TLA measurement setup, it should be verified that the setup is assembled
according to the relevant standards IEC TR 61547 and IEC TR 63158, and the measurement
parameters are set correctly. The standards require several verifications regarding the
measurement setup and describe how the procedure should be conducted. A number
of these verifications are practically identical in both standards and can be conducted
simultaneously in accordance with both standards. Required verifications are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Verifications required by the standards IEC TR 61547 and IEC TR 63158

To be verified Specification Required in Verified in section
Mains source
parameters

U, f ± 0.5% of nominal value Both 3.2.1THDv < 4% 63158

Light sensor
and amplifier

Optical filter per CIE 1931 std observer Both 3.2.2
Suitable anti-aliasing filter cut-off frequency Both 3.2.3
Clipping level of amplifier Both 3.2.5
Offset voltage < 0.1% of max output Both 3.2.4
Linearity of sensor per inverse-square law Both 3.2.6

EMC and test
environment

Absence of EMI Both
3.2.7Optical shielding Both

Absence of mechanical vibrations 63158
P LM

st -noise P LM
st (N) < 0.05 61547 3.2.8SVM-noise SV M |noise < 0.05 63158

3.2.1 Electrical power source parameters

IEC 61547 requires the unmodulated RMS test voltage to be maintained at either 120 or
230 V, and mains frequency at 60 or 50 Hz both with ±0.5% tolerance intervals. Standard
63158 requires the test voltage and its frequency to be within ±0.5% tolerance interval of
the nominal operating values of the EUT. The EU Ecodesign regulation sets the limits
for mains operated lighting and calls for lamps to be operated at full-load, meaning the
declared operating conditions of the lamp given by the manufacturer [5]. Most EUTs
have declared operating conditions of 230 V/50 Hz, where 230 V is the RMS-value of
the AC voltage, but some have declared operating conditions ranging between 220–240 V
and 50–60 Hz. In practice all EU member states use 230 V/50 Hz. Since all the EUTs
are operated at mains electricity 230 V/50 Hz, the requirements of both standards are
identical.

Element 1 of the Yokogawa WT1800 power analyzer is used to verify the input voltage
Uin and fin supplied by the Chroma AC source. Element 1 of Yokogawa WT1800 is
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calibrated at 300 V range for 229,999 V at 50 Hz. As such the element 1 of Yokogawa
WT1800 is eligible for the AC source verification purposes.

The Chroma was set to U = 230 V at f= 50 Hz, and the voltage and frequency were
monitored on the Yokogawa. The voltage supplied by Chroma was found to be 230.11±0.02
V and frequency 49.984±0.002 Hz, both of which lie within the ±0.5% tolerance interval.
However, to set the parameters as close to the nominal values as possible, the voltage of
the Chroma was adjusted to 229.9 V resulting in 230.02±0.02 V reading on the Yokogawa.
The frequency of Chroma was adjusted to 50.02 Hz resulting 50.005±0.002 Hz at the
Yokogawa.

IEC 63158 also requires the total harmonic distortion of the mains voltage (THDv) to
be less than 4% at the frequency range up to 2 kHz, for the harmonics may cause SVM.
This range contains harmonic components of the 50 Hz supply signal up to the 40th order.
THDv is calculated as

THDv =

⌜⃓⃓⎷hmax∑︂
h=2

(︄
VH,h

VH,1

)︄2

, (28)

where h is the order of the harmonic, hmax = 40, VH,h is the RMS-value of the hth harmonic
component, VH,1 is the RMS-value of the fundamental 50 Hz component [38].

The Yokogawa WT1800 power analyzer has a built-in function to measure the THDv
up to a desired order. Using this function, the THDv up to 2 kHz was verified to be
0.04±0.03% which is approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the requirement.
Thus, the Chroma programmable AC power source was found to fulfill all the requirements
set by the standards, specified in Table 1.

3.2.2 Light sensor responsivity

The optical filter of the light sensor is required to follow the CIE 1931 Standard Observer
V(λ)-curve specified in [39]. The photometer LM-1 is equipped with temperature regulated
V(λ)-filter, to match its spectral response to the V(λ)-curve [33]. Photometer LM-1 is
known to closely follow the V(λ)-curve [40]. LM-1 has been annually calibrated since
its acquiring in 1998, by comparing to the detector-based illuminance scale of the MRI,
with a reference photometer whose response is known to follow the V(λ)-curve. Thus, any
major deviations in the responsivity of LM-1 would have been noticed, and therefore it
can be determined that LM-1 follows the V(λ)-curve. LM-1 has a responsivity of 1.4424
nA/lx.

3.2.3 Anti-aliasing

The cut-off frequency fc of the amplifier should allow detection of all relevant frequencies
considering flicker and stroboscopic effect. As stated in section 2.2, the relevant band
of interest of flicker is up to 80 Hz, and up to 2 kHz for the stroboscopic effect. In the
standards, fc = 3 kHz is recommended for stroboscopic effect and 2 kHz for flicker [6, 7].
In theory, the 1 kHz setting on MRI-CVC, would be sufficient for flicker, but it would
subceed the standard recommended 2 kHz. If the measurements are to be conducted
simultaneously, the only suitable bandwidth setting of the MRI-CVC is 10 kHz, since the
next lowest, 1 kHz, is too low for SVM, and below the 2 kHz recommendation for flicker.
The cut-off frequency fc also affects the choosing of the sampling rate fs, since aliasing is
dependent on both by the equation

fa = |±K · fs ± f | , (29)
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where fa are the perceived alias-frequencies, f are the real frequencies of the analog signal
components, fs is the sample rate and K ∈ Z+ [41].

The 10 kHz cut-off frequency should mean no prominent components f > 10 kHz are
present in the signal, and therefore 20 kHz sampling rate would be sufficient per Nyquist
sampling theorem [18, 41]. In practice, the transition band from passband to stopband
is not 0 Hz, and a greater sampling rate should be used [4]. Oversampling has other
advantages too. Combined with sufficiently long measurement duration, oversampling
allows for a more accurate estimation of the frequency spectrum of the light waveform
through Fourier transform, resulting in a more accurate calculation of SVM. Oversampling
can in theory help to increase signal-to-quantization-noise ratio (SQNR) [41]. Since the
only viable option for cut-off frequency on the MRI-CVC is 10 kHz, the anti-aliasing
becomes a matter of sampling rate, determined by the oscilloscope by equation (27). By
setting Ttest = 200 s and Ns = 107, the recommended minimum Ttest of 180 s for P LM

st is
fulfilled, and resulting sample rate fs = 107

200 s = 50 kHz combined with fc = 10 kHz results
in no aliasing as per equation (29). For SVM, minimum Ttest is 1 s, but the longer Ttest
results in better estimation of the frequency spectrum of the light waveform.

3.2.4 Clipping level of the amplifier

Both standards require the clipping level of the amplifier to be verified and the measure-
ments to be conducted so that no clipping takes place. The nominal operation range of
MRI-CVC goes to 10 V, but actual clipping only takes place at 11.50 V as the output
voltage saturates. The MRI-CVC is calibrated at 1 V, so for more reliable results, the
MRI-CVC is operated close to this value. A practical approach is to utilize the output
range of 0.50–5 V, which is well clear from the clipping level, and close to the calibration
level. This range is typically achieved on the EUTs with total CVC amplification of
Atot = 105 V

A , 106 V
A , or 107 V

A for EUTs with lower luminous flux output.

3.2.5 Absence of offset voltage

The absence of offset voltage is to be verified by covering the light sensor so that no light
can enter the photodiode, and then measuring the output voltage of the amplifier. The
offset voltage is the average voltage of the output signal. The offset needs to be < 0.10%
of the maximum output voltage of the amplifier [6, 7]. With the MRI-CVC having a
maximum output of 10 V, the offset is then limited to 10 mV. To measure the offset, the
diffuser of LM-1 photometer was covered with plastic cap, the photometer was placed in
dark optically shielded closet, and lights were switched off in the laboratory. The output
voltage of the CVC was measured thrice, with both relevant total amplification settings
Atot = {105, 106}V

A , both sets with fc, fs, Ttest as in Table 2. To determine the offset,
the average of the signal was calculated. With three repeated measurements the offset
voltage was found to be 0.381 mV for Atot = 105 and 0.398 mV for Atot = 106. These
are approximately 4% of the allowed 10 mV maximum offset, or 0.004% of the maximum
output. Since the offset 0.398 mV of Atot = 106 is not tenfold of the 0.381 mV of Atot = 105

it can be determined that most of the offset comes only after the amplification, at the
output of the CVC and the signal cable, or at the oscilloscope.
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3.2.6 Linearity of the light sensor

Linearity of the light sensor combined with the amplifier should be verified by positioning
the light sensor at different distances d from a light source and verifying that the output
voltage follows the inverse square law and varies with 1/d2. It has been shown in [42] that
on short distances, the geometry of the reference light source as well as the geometry of
the diffuser of the sensor head have a noticeable effect on the results, therefore not exactly
1/d2 dependency is to be expected. IEC TR 61547 acknowledges this and instructs on
verifying the linearity only within practical limits of distance, which the standard suggests
being “not less than 15 times the maximum dimension of the light-emitting area of the
light source” [6]. Considering the geometrical properties of the source and sensor, as
well as the offset distances from the reference planes, the modified inverse-square law for
illuminance can be written as

Ev = Iv

(d + ∆ds + ∆dD)2 + r2
s + r2

D

, (30)

where Ev is the measured illuminance, Iv is the luminous intensity of the source, d is the
distance between selected reference planes of the source and sensor, ∆ds and ∆dD are the
distance offsets of the source and detector respectively, rS is the effective radius of the
light-emitting surface of the source, and rD is the radius of the detector aperture [43].

To verify the linearity of the photometer LM-1, it was placed on an optical rail with a
reference light source Osram Wi41/G at the end of the rail. Illuminance was measured at
11 different distances d, every 100 mm between 1000 to 2000 mm. The reference light
source is known to have a luminous intensity of approximately 300 cd [44]. The outermost
plane of the diffuser of LM-1 was used as the detector reference plane, and the aperture
shutter of the optical rail was used as the reference plane of the source. Detector offset
∆dD caused by the thin flat diffuser of LM-1, has been found to have a negligible effect
at the measurement range of d between 500 mm and 2500 mm, resulting in rD = 0 mm
[43]. Source offset ∆dS, the distance from the aperture shutter to the filament of the
reference source, was measured to be 295 mm using a laser distance sensor. The radius of
the detector aperture rD is known to be 4 mm. The lamp filament dimensions are 18 mm
x 18 mm, so the light-emitting surface of the lamp filament was modeled as a circular
plate with a 9 mm radius, rendering rS = 9 mm.

MATLAB-model of the modified inverse-square law, equation (30), was constructed
using the parameters determined above. The measurement distances d were substituted
into the model to predict the measured illuminances Ev. The predicted results were
compared to the measured ones, to verify that LM-1 follows the modified inverse-square
law. In Figure 11 the predicted Ev curve is shown in red, and the measured values with
blue X, and the relative error of the measured values compared to the predicted values
are shown with red X. As can be seen in fig. 11, the relative errors are all negative, which
could be explained by the reference light source in reality having less than 300 cd luminous
intensity.

The relative error could yet be reduced by a further five-fold by fitting the measurement
data to a modified inverse-square law custom fit MATLAB-model in which the Iv is
unknown and ∆dD is taken into the equation. The measured results predict the Iv =
299.603 cd, which is approximately 300 as expected, and ∆dD = 0.143 mm, which is
negligible in the magnitude of 103 mm, as expected. From these results, it can be verified
that the output of LM-1 is linear by the inverse-square law as required.
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Figure 11: Measured versus predicted illuminance and the relative difference

3.2.7 EMC and test environment

The electromagnetic compatibility and EMI-proofness of the test environment are tested
by placing the light sensor into the test environment, with no EUT present, with all the
test equipment and ambient lights turned on, and measuring the voltage at the output of
the amplifier [6, 7]. The photometer LM-1 was set to measure from inside the integrating
sphere, with no EUT present, but the empty lamp holder in place. All the measurement
equipment, as well as the lights in the laboratory were switched on. The dark signal
from within the empty sphere was measured over the test duration Ttest = 200 s, on both
relevant amplifications Atot = [105, 106]V

A . The average voltages were 0.408 mV and 0.411
mV respectively, which are both approximately 5% higher than the ones measured in
section 3.2.5 for covered LM-1. This indicates that the test environment could add some
noise to the measurement. The effect can also be caused by temperature affecting the
CVC, or other equipment. However, the average noise is less than 0.1% of the minimum of
the operating range of 0.50 – 5 V. As the signal caused by dark current and electrical noise
can be dependent on various factors like temperature, it should frequently be verified.

3.2.8 Noise level of the setup

To verify the noise level of the setup, the effect of noise on the calculation of TLA metrics
P LM

st and SV M were verified. Both IEC TR 63158 and IEC TR 61547 reason that
"constant illuminance" should give zero TLA, so that by installing a stable light source
with constant ϕv, measuring its light waveform and calculating the TLA metrics, the
effect of noise can be verified [6, 7]. Ideal noiseless setup should render flat light waveform
for constant ϕv, resulting in TLA = 0. The required noise levels for constant ϕv are
P LM

st (N) < 0.05 and SV M |noise < 0.05. To create the constant ϕv, the two standards have
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different instructions. IEC TR 63158 instructs to install a DC-fed reference light source,
incandescent or halogen lamp, and supply it with a constant voltage, whereas IEC TR
61547 instructs to install "suitable" AC-fed reference light source, incandescent or halogen
lamp, and supply it with constant unmodulated voltage. It has to be questioned whether
the "AC-fed" should be "DC-fed" here since AC-fed incandescent and halogen lamps create
a 100 Hz sinusoidal light waveform rather than flat. The DC-fed incandescent or halogen
lamp method used for SV M |noise is more reasonable, but still insufficient as argued later
in section 3.4.1. Both procedures were conducted nonetheless. [6, 7]

For the SV M |noise verification procedure a DC-fed 12 V Osram Titan halogen lamp
was installed on the lamp holder inside the integrating sphere. This reference lamp was
fed with the Heinzinger PTN55 DC source and allowed to stabilize for 30 minutes. The
light waveform was measured with Ttest = 200 s, fs = 50 kHz, and from it was calculated
SV M |noise = 0.0039 which fulfills the required SV M |noise < 0.05. The setup is thus valid
for SV M |noise according to the standard.

Figure 12: Two complete cycles of the light waveforms of AC-fed incandescent and halogen
lamps used in P LM

st (N) verification. Neither are constant, i.e. flat.

P LM
st (N) was verified according to the standard despite the assumed typing error

considering the means of creating the constant ϕv. An AC-fed 40 W Osram incandescent
lamp was installed inside the sphere, supplied with unmodulated 230 V/50 Hz voltage,
and allowed to stabilize for 30 minutes and measured with Ttest = 200 s, fs = 50 kHz. As
expected, the resulting light waveform is a 100 Hz sinusoid, and the P LM

st (N) now depends
on DM of the signal or the relative amplitude of the sinusoid. This incandescent lamp
resulted in P LM

st (N) = 0.1509 which is more than required < 0.05. It should be noted
though, that this is mostly not due to the noise of the setup, but for the incandescent
lamp apparently not being "suitable" for this verification. Since the incandescent lamp
proved unsuitable, an AC-fed 20 W Philips Master Classic halogen lamp was tried next.
The packaging of this lamp claims the 20 W halogen corresponds to a 40 W incandescent
lamp. The resulting light waveform is still a 100 Hz sinusoid, with an average level close
to the average level of the incandescent lamp, as expected for the claimed correspondence.
However, as can be seen in Figure 12, the DM of the halogen lamp is smaller. Indeed, the
smaller DM led to the halogen lamp having P LM

st (N) = 0.0454 which is below the 0.05
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limit. As such the setup is validated per the standard. Another approach to the setup
noise limitations is considered in section 3.4.1

3.3 Measurement parameters
As a result of the standard-set requirements and the verification procedure, the measure-
ment parameters to be used when measuring LED lamps, were set as in Table 2. These

Table 2: Measurement parameters used in the setup

Parameter Value
Input RMS-voltage Uin 229.9 V
Input frequency fin 50.02 Hz
CVC total amplification Atot 105 to 107 V

A
Anti-aliasing low-pass filter cut-off frequency fc 10 kHz
Measurement duration Ttest 200 s
Number of samples Ns 107

Sample rate fs 50 kHz

parameters are used for both measurements, intrinsic flicker and stroboscopic effect. The
input voltage and frequency were chosen so that their actual values would be as close to
the mains parameters 230 V/50 Hz as possible. CVC total amplification is dictated by the
average light level of the EUT such that the signal range is close to the calibration level of
the CVC, and the clipping level of the CVC is avoided. Anti-aliasing low-pass filter cut-off
frequency was chosen as the only option on MRI-CVC suitable for measurements of both
flicker and stroboscopic effect, and it sets the minimum requirement for sample rate by
equation (29). The sample rate is in turn determined by the measurement duration and
number of samples, equation (27), both of which have settings limited by the oscilloscope.

3.4 Other validations
Some aspects of the measurement setup are taken into consideration here. The practical
limits of the setup dictated by the noise requirements in the standards, and the flatness
of the signal band, as well as the recommended signal resolution, are inspected.

3.4.1 Noise level of the setup

The noise level of the setup was verified according to the standards IEC TR 61547 and
IEC TR 63158 in section 3.2.8. It should be noted, that especially in the case of non-white
noise, and noise independent of average light level, the standard method is insufficient, as
the effect of noise on TLA measures is dependent on the average light level. The average
light level determines the relative amplitude or the DM of the individual noise components,
and both TLA measures are relative to the average light level, so the effect of noise differs
depending on the average level. Thus a more reasonable approach would be to determine
the lowest average light level on which the effect of setup noise on TLA measures is within
the set limits of 0.05.

Initially, in the setup, the power supply of the temperature controller of the photometer’s
V(λ)-filter introduced a non-white noise waveform with frequency components at 50 Hz
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and its harmonics, with a total DM approximately 0.9 mV with CVC Atot = 105. This
noise waveform was found not to be completely independent of the signal average, but
varying non-linearly with it. The three largest components of this noise, their amplitude
and frequency are given in Table 3, and the waveform reconstructed from these components
is shown in red in Figure 13.

Table 3: Largest components of noise shown in Figure 14, in terms of current

Amplitude/MD [nA] f [Hz]
5.24 0
2.70 50
0.70 150

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
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Figure 13: Two complete cycles of the noise signal with Atot = 105, the temperature
controller waveform remains the same, but the other noise is relatively smaller when Atot
is increased, i.e. the white noise mainly comes at the output and oscilloscope and is not
affected by Atot

The values of Table 3 would theoretically result in SVM = 1.50. If the noise is
assumed completely independent of the average signal level, the average signal level at
which SV M |noise becomes < 0.05 could be predicted by numerically adjusting the DC
component. By increasing the amplitude of the DC component, it in turn lowers the
DM of the other components. Increasing the DC component to 158 nA, corresponding to
∼20 lm with sphere responsivity of 7.95 nA/lm, would result in SV M |noise < 0.05, as the
relative amplitudes of the AC components reduce.

This assumption was tested in practice by creating constant ϕv with the MTS and
measuring SV M |noise-values for them. Currents of the warm white LED on all boards
were set to same value, values ranging between 54–88 mA, which creates constant ϕv
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ranging between 15–45 lm. The constant ϕv were measured with two total gain levels,
Atot = 105 and Atot = 107, to verify the gain-independence of the temperature controller
introduced noise effect; this noise is amplified with the signal, unlike most of the white
noise. In Figure 14 is shown the acquired SV M |noise-values, as a function of the average
signal level in nA. It is seen that at approximately 250 nA, corresponding to 30 lm, not
the expected 20 lm, SV M |noise becomes < 0.05. This means that EUTs with ϕv < 30 lm,
cannot reliably be measured with the setup, since SV M |noise > 0.05 for those EUTs.
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Figure 14: SV M |noise on different signal levels. Two different amplifications Atot were
used to verify the independence of amplification.

In practice, this is not an issue since no LED lamps with nominal ϕv < 30 lm were
found on the market, 30 lm being the dimmest and at the measurability limit. The noise
components could be removed from the signal in frequency domain, but for any EUT with
average ϕv > 30 lm, the effect on SVM would always be less than 0.05. On typical LED
lamps with nominal ϕv ranging between 470–1521 lm, the effect of setup introduced noise
on SVM is negligible. However, for P LM

st the limit was found around 150 lm.
To try and minimize the effect of the temperature controller power source, other

identical, and other laboratory-grade power sources were tried but all introduced their
own noise waveforms. In the end, an older power source, which had been out of use, was
tested. This power source seemed to be less noisy, with only little zero-mean noise with
no distinguishable waveform, as seen in Figure 15. The noise was such that no average ϕv
for which SV M |noise > 0.05 could be found. Thus, this power source was taken into to
the setup, rendering the setup perfectly valid for SV M .

Considering P LM
st (N) now with the replaced temperature controller power source, and

reduced noise, the lower frequency components might still limit the setup by causing
P LM

st (N) > 0.05. Components beyond 50 Hz are highly attenuated by the 6th order
Butterworth filter in Block B of the light flickermeter. In a similar fashion as with
SV M |noise above, the MTS was used to create constant ϕv to verify at which level the
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P LM
st (N) becomes < 0.05. The signal level at which this happens was found to be

approximately 500 nA corresponding to ϕv ≈ 60 lm, shown in Figure 16.

Figure 15: Comparison of dark noise before and after replacing the temperature controller
power source in time domain. The noticeable AC waveform has disappeared.
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Figure 16: P LM
st (N) on different signal levels. At around 500 nA, corresponding to 60 lm,

the effect of noise goes below 0.05
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3.4.2 Frequency response of the CVC

The IEC TR 61547 and 63158 only consider the linearity in regards of the light sensor
output varying linearly by the inverse square law [6, 7]. CIE also acknowledges another
linearity consideration, linearity of the frequency response of the low-pass filter. Since
P LM

st and SVM are both DM and frequency dependent (Figures 1 and 2 ), the setup should
have linear frequency response as a whole, i.e. for modulations with same DM but different
modulation frequency, the DM is measured the same regardless of frequency. An ideal
low-pass filter would have amplitude response equal to one below the cut-off frequency,
f < fc, and equal to zero beyond the cut-off frequency, f > fc [18].

To inspect the flatness of the frequency response of the CVC, 22 sinusoidal signals
were created with the function generator, 11 for SVM band and 11 for P LM

st band. The
signals had DM = 0.50, and were created with the function generator, by setting a suitable
DC offset and peak-to-peak amplitude. The used frequencies were [5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
35, 40, 45, 50] Hz for P LM

st , and [100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800,
2000] Hz for SVM. The output voltage signal from the function generator was fed to a
voltage-to-current-converter (VCC) with a fixed 100 mA/1V conversion ratio. The output
current signal from the VCC was then fed to the CVC used in the setup, and the output
voltage was measured with the oscilloscope.

Figure 17: Attenuation as seen in frequency-domain. The measured peak amplitude
decreases as the modulation frequency increases. Ideally, each peak should be at 0.5.
The passband of the low-pass filter appears not perfectly flat. The Trend line shows the
approximate amplitude response curve.

With P LM
st no issue was found, since the change in measured DM is negligible within

the narrow band of interest. With SVM however, the attenuation is noticeable as the
frequency increases. In Figure 17 are shown the measured DM for DM = 0.5, with different
frequencies, acquired from the PSD calculated with the help of Block C of the SVM
meter. Since only the frequency was changed, the DM should have remained the same at
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Figure 18: Attenuation as seen in time-domain. The attenuation at higher frequencies is
noticeable, the 100 Hz modulation having visibly larger DM than the 2000 Hz

each frequency. However, the amplitude appears decreasing as the frequency increases,
implying attenuation of higher frequency components. In Figure 18 the effect is seen in
time-domain, the 100 Hz and 2000 Hz modulations have the same peak-to-peak amplitude
setting on the function generator, but the measured 2000 Hz modulation has noticeably
attenuated DM. The 2000 Hz had 95.1% of the amplitude of the 100 Hz signal

To verify that the cause of this apparent attenuation is not in the function generator
itself or the oscilloscope, the output voltage signal of the function generator was also
fed directly to the oscilloscope. These control modulations do not show distinguishable
attenuation, with the 2000 Hz signal having 99.7% of the amplitude of the 100 Hz
component. The oscilloscope and function generator appear to cause no significant
attenuation, so the cause of the attenuation is elsewhere.

To verify whether the attenuation is caused by the VCC or the low-pass filter at the
CVC output, the low-pass filter was switched off, and again the same signals were created
with the function generator. Some, although lesser, attenuation was found without the
low-pass filter, with the 2000 Hz signal having 97.4% of the amplitude of the 100 Hz signal.
The measured DM was altogether higher in all frequencies when compared to the filtered
signals. This would indicate that the attenuation is at least partly due to the low-pass
filter of the CVC. Some of the measured attenuation might also be caused by the VCC,
and thus not be present at the actual measurements.

Although the low-pass filter seemed to attenuate the higher frequencies, the effect is
minor and was not characterized nor taken into account in the measurements in Chapter
4. Nonetheless, the frequency response of the equipment, especially the low-pass filter, is
a quality metric to be generally considered in TLA measurements, since it can affect the
measurement of SVM. The effect of the amplitude response is similar to the weighting
function in Block C os SVM-meter. The effect on individual EUT thus depends on the
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PSD of the EUT, for example if the EUT has spectral components on various different
frequencies above 1000 Hz, the effect on SVM is larger, than it would be on EUT with
only one frequency component in lower range.

3.4.3 Signal resolution

Factors affecting the signal resolution are the number of bits Nb of the ADC, oscilloscope in
this setup, and dynamic range of the signal on the oscilloscope. IEC TR 63158 recommends
a minimum Nb = 12 for SVM [7], and CIE recommends Nb = 12 for measurement of
TLAs [3, 4]. The oscilloscope used has a 12-bit resolution, but to utilize all the 12 bits,
the total amplitude of the light waveform signal should be fitted to the 12-bit range as in
Figure 19. This way the signal has the maximum number of different values between its
minimum and maximum, resulting in the best possible vertical resolution. As the EUTs
have different levels of luminous output, i.e. the signal mean and amplitudes vary between
lamps, the absolute resolution will also vary between different EUTs. By maximizing the
dynamic range each tested EUT will have the best possible resolution, however.

Figure 19: On the left is an example of good utilization of the dynamic range, the signal
occupies the 12-bit range almost completely. On the right is the same signal with poor
utilization of dynamic range, only approximately 10 bits are used to present the signal,
leading to unnecessary loss of information

Although the oscilloscope nominally has 12-bit ADC resolution, in its specifications
the effective number of bits (ENOB) is only stated as 8.6. This number also considers
distortion, noise, jitter, and other factors degrading the performance of the oscilloscope.
Neither IEC nor CIE comment on this in any of [6, 7, 3, 4].

Nothing is said about the frequency resolution directly, but the IEC and CIE both
have recommendations for sample durations and sample rates, which together determine
the frequency resolution.

3.5 Identification of quality metrics
Both metrics P LM

st and SVM are dependent on DM and modulation frequency. Thus, the
measurement equipment must retain the amplitude, and thus DM of the modulations, as
well as the frequency of the modulations unchanged. Both metrics also utilize normalization
by mean, which is aberrated by any DC offset caused by the equipment. The EUT should
also be operated at its declared operating conditions to have an accurate and comparable
operation. In summary, at least the following points should be considered:
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• The input voltage and frequency of the AC power source
If the EUT is not operated in its declared operating conditions, the operation

may vary, which might cause TLM, and falsify the measurement results.

• The dark current of the photometer
Non-zero-mean dark current will distort the mean of the signal, and aberrate

the normalization.

• Linearity of the response of the photometer by the inverse-square law
If the photometer response does not follow the inverse-square law, the variation

in the brightness of the EUT is not perceived correctly, aberrating the DM.

• Noise of the measurement equipment
Any non-zero-mean noise will distort the mean of the signal, and aberrate the

normalization. Noise with significant AC waveform, like noise from the temperature
controller power source, can be perceived as apparent light modulation and aberrate
the measurements.

• Frequency response of the anti-aliasing low-pass filter
Transition band overlapping the band of interest, or non-flat passband will cause

attenuation at higher frequency components, aberrating the amplitude and thus DM
of the individual high-frequency components.

• Dynamic range and time scale of the oscilloscope or other ADC
Poor utilization of the range of the ADC will deteriorate the vertical resolution

and possibly falsify the DM. Error in the time scale will cause error in sampling rate
and thus the frequency decomposition of the signal.

• Combined flux-responsivity of the integrating sphere and photometer
Although absolute calibration is not needed for the TLA metrics, the flux

responsivity is still useful information considering the limitations of the setup like
demonstrated in section 3.4.1

Some of these, like the input parameters, can be verified with calibrated equipment.
Others like noise and dark current could be compensated by verifying and subtracting
them from the measured light waveform. The non-linearity in the frequency response of
the anti-aliasing filter could be compensated by applying a frequency-dependent correction
factor. Although not all of these had any effect on the setup assembled in this work, these
are metrics to be generally considered that could affect TLA measurements.

3.6 TLA meters
To measure the TLA metrics P LM

st and SVM from the acquired digital light waveform,
digital TLA meters are needed. The implementation of the light flickermeter and SVM-
meter are described here, and both TLA meters are verified according to relevant standards
[6, 7].
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3.6.1 Freely available light flickermeter and SVM-meter

IEC TR 61547 refers to an example on MATLAB-implementation of the light flickermeter
made at Philips Lighting Holding B.V. [21]. As this Philips light flickermeter is publicly
available and referred to by the standard, it was first chosen to be used in the calculation of
P LM

st . The Philips light flickermeter takes the sampled light waveform and the used sampling
rate fs as inputs. This light flickermeter has experimentally determined scaling factor S in
Block C but has no reference to whether S was found specifically for this implementation of
the light flickermeter. The Philips light flickermeter utilizes MATLAB built-in butter()-
function to digitally design the 1st order high-pass and 6th order Butterworth low-pass
filters in Block B, and 1st order low-pass in Block C of the light flickermeter, and Tustin’s
method to discretize the weighting filter in Block B. The filtration is done with the
MATLAB built-in function filter(). A transient period of 20 s is disregarded in Pinst,
instead of the standard recommended 60 s.

When initially examining the frequency response of the Philips light flickermeter,
especially the 6th order Butterworth low-pass filter showed some unexpected behavior with
the chosen sampling rate of fs = 50 kHz. In Figure 20 are shown the amplitude responses
of analog filter, butter()-function designed digital filter, and digital filter arranged to
zero-pole-gain (ZPK) representation, all with fs = 50 kHz. The butter()-function-
implemented filter seems not to follow the analog response on the band of interest. It is
unknown whether the amplitude response is incorrect due to some MATLAB-anomaly,
or problems with the filter() or butter()-functions. Weird behavior of the butter()-
function when implementing flickermeter was also reported in [23]. It appears that
somehow butter() designs the filter improperly such that instead of six overlapping zeros
at z = -1, there are six zeros around the z = -1 point.

Figure 20: The amplitude response of the 6th order Butterworth low-pass filter in Block B
of the light flickermeter, digital with fs = 50 kHz.

IEC TR 63158 refers to an example on MATLAB-implementation of the SVM-meter
made at Philips Lighting Holding B.V. [45]. This SVM-meter takes as inputs the sampled
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light waveform, and duration of the waveform and utilizes both Hanning-windowing and
zero-padding as recommended by the standard. A peak-finding algorithm is used as
recommended by the standard, but without the minimum peak distance recommended in
[3].

3.6.2 Light flickermeter on MATLAB

Due to the observed difference in amplitude responses between analog and butter()-
function-implemented digital filter shown in Figure 20, another light flickermeter was
implemented for comparison.

This light flickermeter is in accordance with IEC TR 61547 and implemented in
MATLAB function. This light flickermeter takes the sampled light waveform and fs as
inputs.

The signal-mean used for normalization in Block A is acquired through MATLAB
mean(), instead of the standard suggested low-pass filter. The transient period of the
DC eliminating high-pass filter in Block B is decreased by subtracting the normalized
DC component = 1, from the normalized light waveform before the high-pass filter. This
removes the need for the signal to step down from one-mean to zero-mean through the
filter and thus reduces the filter transient. The high-pass becomes almost redundant as
the DC component is eliminated by subtracting the mean, but the filter is nonetheless left
in place to attenuate the <0.05 Hz range. The same technique was also utilized in [21].

Since IEC TR 61547 offers no instruction on the digital implementation of the light
flickermeter, an approach of minimizing the difference in frequency response between the
analog and digital filters was chosen. Covariance-invariant discretization reportedly gives
the best match between analog and digital filters [24], but this was found to hold only
on lower sampling frequencies. With the chosen fs = 50 kHz, best matching was found
with Tustin’s method. Thus, the analog transfer functions of the filters in Block B (5),
(8), (12), and Block C (13) are discretized using Tustin’s method, given by

s = 2
Ts

z − 1
z + 1 (31)

where s is the Laplace variable, Ts = 1/fs is the sampling period, and z is the complex
Z-domain variable [18]. This was done with the MATLAB function bilinear(), which
was given the zeros, poles, and gain of the analog filter transfer function and the used
sampling rate. According to MATLAB, the discretized filter transfer functions to six
decimal places are

FHP(z) = 0.999997(z − 1)
z − 0.999994 , (32)

FLPBW(z) = 1.121495·10−16(z+1)6

(z2−1.997707z+0.997726)(z2−1.993780z+0.993799)(z2−1.991520z+0.991539) , (33)

F LM
WF(z) = 0.042026(z − 1)(z − 0.999714)(z − 0.999011)(z − 0.979991)

(z − 0.999846)(z − 0.997252)(z2 − 1.998979z + 0.998980) , (34)

FLP(z) = 3.333222 · 10−5(z + 1)
z − 0.999933 , (35)

where z is the complex Z-domain variable. Although the filter transfer functions given here
are calculated with fs = 50 kHz, the flickermeter is built so that fs is given as an input
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argument and the discretization is done within the flickermeter, which allows it to be used
with different sampling frequencies as well. The filter transfer functions were organized to
zero-pole-gain-representation (ZPK), and the filtration in Blocks B and C is conducted
with lsim() instead of filter(), for with higher sampling frequencies MATLAB seemed
to be more accurate with ZPK and lsim(), than with regular polynomial form transfer
function models, and filter().

The scaling factor S in Block C is calculated from the amplitude responses of the
filters according to equation (15), so that the analogu transfer functions are replaced with
discretized equivalents (32)–(35), and jωm is replaced with the Z-domain equivalent ejωmTs

[18]. The amplitude responses are calculated in MATLAB by taking the absolute value of
each filters frequency response at ωm = 2π · 8.8 Hz acquired with the MATLAB command
freqresp(). With the chosen discretization and fs = 50 kHz, the scaling factor gets a
value of S = 1101910.830067242, which is about 0.116 absolute units smaller than the
ideal analog S.

For the statistical analysis in Block D, Pinst is divided into 212 vertical classes, as the
light waveform has as many different possible values since the oscilloscope has 12-bit
resolution. When initially examining the transient period to be disregarded from Pinst,
with the generated reference waveform, the transient period appeared to be approximately
2 s on average. An example of the transient period is seen in Figure 21. This removes the
need to disregard the standard suggested 60 s and instead allows to disregard a shorter
period, as was done also in the Philips Light flickermeter [21]. The first 10 s of Pinst are
disregarded here.

Figure 21: Settling of Pinst signal, using the scaling reference waveform, equation (15), as
input. The transient period is less than 2 seconds. The reference waveforms used for the
verification also resulted in similar transients.

3.6.3 SVM-meter on MATLAB

The SVM-meter was implemented in MATLAB. This SVM-meter takes the sampled
light waveform and sampling frequency fs as inputs. Hanning-windowing is used like
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the standard [7] and [3] recommend, and the coherent power gain is compensated. This
SVM-meter is designed to be used with the longer duration light waveform with high fs,
so zero-padding is not utilized. The frequency resolution is high enough without apparent
buffing through interpolation. This SVM-meter utilizes MATLAB built-in function fft()
to acquire the two-sided frequency spectrum, which is then treated accordingly to get the
one-sided spectrum. This SVM-meter utilizes MATLAB built-in peak-finding algorithm,
with a minimum peak distance of ∆fpeak = 1 Hz, as CIE recommends in [3]. As the 0 Hz
DC component is a peak in the spectrum for any light source, and it is to be neglected
per (22), the minimum frequency this SVM-considers is thus 0 + ∆fpeak = 1 Hz.

3.6.4 Light flickermeter verification

IEC TR 61547 gives five specified reference light waveforms with different modulation rates
and depths to be used in light flickermeter verification [6]. These waveforms theoretically
result in P LM

st = 1. The reference waveforms are given by

E(t) =
{︄

1 −
(︄

dr

2

)︄
· cos(2πfrt)

}︄
·
{︄

1 +
(︄

dE

2

)︄
· signum(sin(2πfmt))

}︄
, (36)

where E(t) is the relative illuminance (3), fr = 100 Hz is the illuminance ripple frequency,
fm is the modulation frequency given in Table 4, dr = 22% is the relative change of the
illuminance ripple in percent, dE is the relative change of the rectangular modulation of
the illuminance in percent given in Table 4, and

signum(x) = 1, x > 0
signum(x) = 0, x = 0
signum(x) = −1, x < 0.

(37)

The signum function represents rectangular modulation with 50% duty-cycle. [6].

Table 4: Modulation frequencies and relative changes of the rectangular modulation for
the five standard reference waveforms [6]

fm [Hz] dE [%]
0.3250 2.5386
0.9167 2.0473
8.8 0.6832
13.5 0.7780
33.3 2.0027

All the five reference waveforms are to be tested on seven different scales, by multiplying
dE with the following factors α = {1

4 , 1
2 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. When these 35 waveforms are fed to

the light flickermeter they all should fulfill⃓⃓⃓
P LM

st − P LM
st (E)

⃓⃓⃓
P LM

st (E) · 100% < 5%, (38)

where P LM
st (E) = α is the reference value each of the light waveform should theoretically

give, and P LM
st is the measured value given by the light flickermeter [6]. This requirement
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means that the reference light waveforms should have a percentage error of less than 5%.
Philips has provided a MATLAB-script in [21] which creates these reference waveforms and
tests their implementation of the light flickermeter on them. The script can be modified to
test other light flickermeters also, so it was used to test the self-implemented flickermeter.
The duration and sampling frequencies can be set on the script, and the duration was
set to 200 s, and the sampling frequency to 50 kHz, for these are the values used in the
measurements. In Table 5 are shown all the percentage errors calculated for the reference
light waveforms, acquired from the self-implemented light flickermeter. As can be seen in
Table 5, the 33.3 Hz reference waveform has the largest error on all scaling levels. Even
the largest error of 0.3483% for fm = 33.3 Hz, α = 1/4, is only approximately 1/15 of
the 5% upper limit for error. Thus the self-implemented light flickermeter fulfills the
standard requirements. The flickermeter is most accurate for 8.8 Hz modulations, which
was expected since the scaling factor S, was calibrated with 8.8 Hz modulation, equation
(15). The Philips provided light flickermeter with fs = 50 kHz gives approximately 5–10

Table 5: Percentage errors for the five different standard reference waveforms with seven
different scalings

Scale α
Relative change dE; modulation frequency fm

2.5386%; 2.0437%; 0.6832%; 0.7780%; 2.0027%;
0.3250 Hz 0.9167 Hz 8.8 Hz 13.5 Hz 33.3 Hz

1/4 0.0998% 0.0717% 0.0626% 0.1271% 0.3483%
1/2 0.055% 0.0282% 0.0199% 0.0844% 0.3073%
1 0.0426% 0.0199% 0.0092% 0.0737% 0.2887%
2 0.0396% 0.016% 0.0065% 0.071% 0.2644%
3 0.0389% 0.0144% 0.0061% 0.0704% 0.2411%
4 0.0385% 0.0129% 0.006% 0.0702% 0.2179%
5 0.0390% 0.0124% 0.0058% 0.0701% 0.1946%

Table 6: Percentage errors for the five different standard reference waveforms with seven
different scalings, acquired with the Philips implementation [21].

Scale α
Relative change dE; modulation frequency fm

2.5386%; 2.0437%; 0.6832%; 0.7780%; 2.0027%;
0.3250 Hz 0.9167 Hz 8.8 Hz 13.5 Hz 33.3 Hz

1/4 -2.5123% -2.6598% -2.3157% -0.3922% 1.6001%
1/2 -2.4370% -2.5976% -2.6214% -0.0860% 1.5367%
1 -2.4782% -2.6952% -2.5969% -0.0624% 1.3349%
2 -2.6669% -2.5308% -2.4820% -0.1900% 1.4898%
3 -3.0696% -2.7949% -2.6884% -0.3143% 1.0768%
4 -3.0425% -2.9863% -2.6403% -0.1486% 1.1682%
5 -2.3196% -2.6238% -2.2633% 0.0834% 1.4626%

times larger errors, but still within the 5% limit. This could be due to the experimental
scaling factor S in Block C not matching the filter amplitude responses per equation (15),
or for the MATLAB built-in butter()-function, whose amplitude response seemed off in
Figure 20. The amplitude response in Figure 20 could explain the negative percentage
errors. If the DC component is amplified like in the figure, the average of a signal would
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increase, affecting the normalization such that the AC components are divided by a too
large value. However, on lower sampling rates Philips seems to have better performance
than on higher frequencies, so it seems that MATLAB breaks the discretization at a
certain sampling rate.

Philips has also provided a MATLAB-script to purely verify the scaling factor S in
Block C. It produces the reference waveform given in equation (14), and calculates the
error of measured maximum of Pinst and reference Pinst = 1. For the self-implemented
light flickermeter with Ttest = 200 s, fs = 50 kHz the percentage error is 9.92 · 10−9, i.e. less
than 0.01 ppm. For the Philips light flickermeter with the chosen parameters Ttest = 200 s,
fs = 50 kHz the error is −4.69%, approximately 4.7 · 106 times larger.

3.6.5 SVM-meter verification

For the SVM-meter verification, IEC TR 63158 gives nine reference waveforms, five with
rectangular, and four with sinusoidal modulation, with different modulation frequencies
and depths. The reference waveforms are given by

Esqr(t) = 1 + mver · sign(sin(2πfvert)) (39)
Esin(t) = 1 + mver · sin(2πfvert), (40)

where mver is the modulation depth, fver is the modulation frequency, and t is time
0 ≤ t ≤ 1 s, sign is the signum-function given by (37), and represents the rectangular
modulation [7]. The values for different modulation depths and frequencies, the reference
values SV ME are given in Table 7. The 99 Hz, and 101 Hz, waveforms with rectangular
modulation are to verify proper peak-finding in the SVM-meter and the three different
modulation depths for 100 Hz, are to verify the proper linearity of the SVM-meter. The
reference waveforms were created in MATLAB, with fs = 50 kHz for the duration of 1 s
and fed to the SVM-meter described in 3.6.3. Acquired SV M -values and their percentage
errors are also given in Table 7. IEC TR 63158 does not give an upper limit for the

Table 7: SVM-meter verification waveforms with modulation parameters fm and mver, ref-
erence values SV ME, measured values, and percentage error in measured value. Subscript
P denotes values acquired with the Philips SVM-meter

Waveform fm [Hz] mver SV ME SVM Error [%] SVMP ErrorP [%]
sqr-1 98 0.2005 1.0000 1.0000 0.0049% 0.9782 -2.1794%
sqr-2 100 0.2012 1.0000 1.0000 0.0029% 0.9983 -0.1685%
sqr-3 100 0.0201 0.1000 0.1027 2.7123% 0.0997 -0.2614%
sqr-4 100 0.8048 4.0000 3.9998 -0.0049% 3.9924 -0.1892%
sqr-5 101 0.2019 1.0000 1.0000 0.0016% 0.9945 -0.5490%
sin-1 32 1.0000 0.9910 0.9905 -0.0537% 0.9929 0.1960%
sin-2 100 0.2563 1.0000 1.0001 0.0106% 0.9983 -0.1676%
sin-3 500 0.7314 1.0000 0.9998 -0.0244% 0.9925 -0.7542%
sin-4 1900 0.9997 1.0000 0.9962 -0.3753% 0.9934 -0.6564%

amount of error, but as can be seen in Table 7, most errors are well below 1%, with the
largest error being less than 3%, for the waveform with the smallest modulation depth
rectangular modulation. For comparison, the Philips SVM-meter gave on average 175
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times larger absolute errors for the square reference waveforms, and on average 13 times
larger for the sinusoidal reference waveforms.
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4 Measuring TLA metrics on LED lamps
The setup was assembled and validated in Chapter 3, and the MATLAB-implemented
light flickermeter and SVM-meter were tested in practice. Several commercially available
LED lamps were measured for the visibility of TLA, and the results are discussed here.

In total 80 commercially available LED lamps were measured for visibility of TLA.
20 different LED lamps, two of each, were purchased for the project MetTLM, as one,
later objective is to identify lamps with bad TLM behavior on the market. The other 60
LED lamps have been purchased or given to the MRI for previous projects and have since
remained stored and unused. Most of these lamps were from 2016 or prior.

Although the desired accuracy is 0.05 for both TLA measures P LM
st and SVM, in tables

9 and 8 the values are given in two decimal places, in the accuracy of 0.01.

4.1 Measurement procedure
The measured LED lamps were installed in the lamp holder inside the integrating sphere,
one at a time, switched on and allowed to stabilize for 30 minutes, or more if needed.
Measurement parameters were set as in Table 2. The oscilloscope was adjusted such that
the light waveform from each lamp would occupy most of the 12-bit range. The sampled
light waveform was saved on the oscilloscope to an external USB storage device, using the
"Save waveform" feature. The stored light waveforms were then imported to a PC with
MATLAB, the signal offset caused by the dark current was subtracted, and TLA metrics
were calculated using the TLA meters implemented as MATLAB-functions. All the lamps
were also measured with the Philips provided light flickermeter and SVM-meter as well,
for comparison.

The input voltage and current were stored on the Yokogawa Power analyzer using a
sampling rate of 32 kHz. The LED driver type for each lamp was identified from the input
current waveform, according to [31, 32].

4.2 The older LED lamps
The older LED lamps are presented in Table 8, the lamp row giving each lamp a unique
identifier, with increasing numbering. The nominal operating power, nominal luminous
flux, presumed driver type, and measured TLA values are also given. The subscript P
indicates values acquired with the Philips TLA meters. If power or luminous flux were not
stated on the lamp, or on the packaging, the field was left empty. The LED driver type
was identified from the input current waveform of the lamp with the Yokogawa Power
analyzer. In Table 8, the lamps are arranged by nominal power.

The 60 older LED lamps were from 22 different brands, four of which were also
represented among the newer LED lamps. These 22 brands include the most common
brands on the Finnish market. The lamps have nominal luminous flux values ϕv ranging
between 150 – 2452 lm, with nine lamps with unknown ϕv. Nominal operating powers
were between 1–20 W. As was the case with the newer LED lamps, type A driver topology
is the most common among the older LED lamps as well. 42 lamps were identified as type
A, four as type B, and 14 as type D.

In Figure 22 are shown the results for measured TLA by driver type as a box plot.
The blue box represents the middle 50% of the values, and the difference between the
upper and lower limit of the middle 50% is the interquartile range (IQR). The whiskers
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Table 8: The older LED lamps

Lamp L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11 L12 L13 L14 L15
P [W] 1 2 2 3 3,5 3,5 4 4 4 4,5 4,5 5 5 5 5
ϕv [lm] - - - - - 270 250 470 250 165 470 415 210 150 400
Type D A A A A A A A A A A A A D B
P LM

st 0.13 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.28 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.16 0.03 0.20 0.15
P LM

st P 0.12 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.27 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.15 0.03 0.20 0.15
SVM 2.78 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.08 <0.01 <0.01 4.49 1.61
SVMP 2.85 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.02 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.08 <0.01 0.01 4.63 1.62

Lamp L16 L17 L18 L19 L20 L21 L22 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L30
P [W] 5.5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6.6 7 7 7 7 7.7 8
ϕv [lm] 330 470 470 470 470 470 810 470 380 700 - 806 - 500 345
Type A A A A A D A A A A B A D D D
P LM

st 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.18 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.11 0.08 0.26 0.05 0.05
P LM

st P 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.18 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.11 0.08 0.25 0.05 0.05
SVM 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.35 <0.01 0.14 <0.01 0.02 1.11 0.01 2.20 <0.01 0.05
SVMP 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.36 <0.01 0.14 <0.01 0.02 1.13 0.01 2.22 0.01 0.05

Lamp L31 L32 L33 L34 L35 L36 L37 L38 L39 L40 L41 L42 L43 L44 L45
P [W] 8 8 8 8 8.5 8.5 9 9 9 9 9 9.5 9.5 9.5 10.5
ϕv [lm] 470 806 350 500 810 710 806 405 1055 806 0 600 810 806 806
Type D A A B A D A A A B D A A D A
P LM

st 0.16 0.01 0.07 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.11 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.01
P LM

st P 0.16 0.01 0.07 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.11 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.01
SVM 1.43 0.01 0.01 0.50 <0.01 0.71 0.01 0.23 0.01 0.07 2.61 <0.01 0.01 0.63 0.01
SVMP 1.47 0.01 0.02 0.52 <0.01 0.72 0.01 0.23 0.01 0.07 2.64 <0.01 0.01 0.65 0.01

Lamp L46 L47 L48 L49 L50 L51 L52 L53 L54 L55 L56 L57 L58 L59 L60
P [W] 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 13.5 13.5 14 16.5 18 20 20 20
ϕv [lm] 1060 820 1055 1055 810 810 1060 1521 1521 - 1921 1100 2452 2452 1200
Type A D A A D D A A A A A D A A A
P LM

st 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.04
P LM

st P 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.04
SVM 0.01 1.07 0.01 <0.01 0.32 1.34 <0.01 <0.01 0.44 <0.01 0.31 0.97 0.37 0.34 0.38
SVMP 0.01 1.07 0.01 <0.01 0.33 1.37 <0.01 <0.01 0.45 <0.01 0.32 1.00 0.38 0.35 0.39

show the extreme values within 1.5 IQR from the limits of the middle 50%. Values beyond
1.5 IQRs from the middle 50% are considered outliers and marked with a red + sign. The
median value is shown with a red line, and the Ecodesign regulation set limit SVM <
0.4 is shown with a black dotted line. It is seen that no lamps exceeded the Ecodesign
regulation limit P LM

st < 1, and all lamps were even below 0.30, on all driver types. Types
B and D have slightly larger P LM

st values than type A.
Considering SVM, the driver types differ more significantly. Out of the 60 lamps, 15

exhibited SVM > 0.40. 11 of these 15 lamps were type D (L1, L14, L21, L28, L31, L36,
L41, L44, L47, L51, L57), three were type B (L15, L26, L34), and only one type A lamp
(L54) had SVM > 0.40. By driver types, 1/42 of type A lamps, 3/4 type B lamps, and
11/14 type D lamps exceeded the 0.40 limit. Most type A lamps have practically zero
SVM, with the IQR being within 0.01.

In Figure 23 are shown the results for TLA metrics of type A lamps as a function of
the nominal power P . Although most type A lamps have practically zero SVM, there are
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Figure 22: TLA of the older LED lamps by driver type.

Figure 23: TLA of the older type A LED lamps by nominal operating power. The
Ecodesign regulation set limit SVM < 0.4 shown with dotted line.

few lamps with some SVM. For these lamps, the SVM seems to increase as the operating
power increases. Same cannot be said for P LM

st . Neither is there an increase in TLA
metrics of type D LED lamps as the nominal power increases, as shown in Figure 24.

For the older LED lamps the Philips calculated P LM
st was on average 0.3% higher than

the result gotten with the self-implemented light flickermeter, but 24/60 of the older LED
lamps actually had lower P LM

st readings with the Philips flickermeter. Rounded to two
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Figure 24: TLA of the older type D LED lamps by nominal operating power. Ecodesign
regulation set limit SVM < 0.4 shown with dotted line.

decimal places, almost all the values are identical, as seen in Table 8. There appears not
to be any significant difference with the light flickermeters when measuring low TLM,
despite the anomaly observed in the amplitude response of the 6th order Butterworth
filter, and the experimentally found scaling factor S in Philips implementation. However,
there was a noticeable difference in the verifying phase, with the reference waveforms,
indicating that the performance of the flickermeters varies more on the lower frequencies.
As the measured LED lamps exhibited little flicker, i.e. little lower frequency components,
the differences between the flickermeters remain small.

Considering SVM on the older LED lamps, on average the Philips results were 6.9%
higher. This is presumably for the zero-padding utilized in the Philips implementation,
and not disregarding the <1 Hz range. Zero-padding caused interpolation from the 0 Hz
component to the nearest non-zero components, which are not disregarded, are seen in
SVM.

Examples of normalized light waveforms for each driver type are shown in Figure 25.

4.3 The newer LED lamps
The newer LED lamps are presented in Table 9, the lamp row giving each lamp unique
identifier, with different lamps from the same brand having the same letter, but increasing
numbering. The nominal operating power, nominal luminous flux, presumed driver type,
and measured TLA values are also given. Subscript P indicates values acquired with the
Philips TLA meters.

In summary, the 20 different newer LED lamps, two of each to counter possible faulty
pieces, were from nine different brands, and had nominal ϕv between 30 – 1521 lm, with
nominal powers of 0.6 – 14 W. Out of the 20 LED lamps, 18 were identified as type A,
while two were type C. Both type C lamps were made by the same manufacturer. No
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Figure 25: Normalized light waveforms of four lamps, each with different driver type.
Type A, B and D lamps L45, L34 and L47 are presented in Table 8, Type C lamp K1 is a
newer lamp presented in Table 9.

Table 9: The newer LED lamps

Lamp N1 EL1 K1 EL2 L1 R1 EP1 EL3 A1 EP2
P [W] 0.6 1 2.9 3 3 4.5 4.6 5 6 7
ϕv [lm] 30 90 250 250 250 470 470 470 470 806
Type A A C A A A A A A A
P LM

st 0.14 0.05 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.05
P LM

st P 0.14 0.05 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.05
SVM 0.02 0.01 0.59 0.02 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01
SVMP 0.03 0.01 0.60 0.02 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01

Lamp P1 R2 R3 K2 EP3 P2 L2 C1 EP4 EP5
P [W] 7 7 7 8 9 9.4 9.5 10 14 14
ϕv [lm] 806 806 806 806 806 806 806 1055 1521 1521
Type A A A C A A A A A A
P LM

st 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.20 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.03
P LM

st P 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.20 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.03
SVM <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.04 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01
SVMP <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.04 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02

faulty pieces were found, as each lamp gave similar results as its identical counterpart.
Since two of each lamp model were measured, the results discussed here are the average
of the two results.

In Figure 26 are shown the results as a box plot. None of the newer LED lamps
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Figure 26: TLA of the newer LED lamps by driver type. The Ecodesign regulation set
limit SVM<0.4 shown with dotted line.

exhibited intrinsic flicker above the EU regulated limit P LM
st < 1, with the largest value

found being P LM
st = 0.195 for lamp K2, a type C lamp. The lower limit for ϕv of an EUT

eligible for measurement of P LM
st was determined to be 50 lm in section 3.4.1. Lamp N1

had nominal luminous flux ϕv = 30 lm and had P LM
st = 0.139 which is above the 0.05 as

expected purely for the noise. Lamp EL1, with nominal luminous flux ϕv = 90 lm, the
lamp with smallest value above the 45 lm limit, had P LM

st = 0.049, slightly below 0.05.
Overall 7/20 lamps had P LM

st > 0.050, which is the desired resolution of accuracy in
P LM

st -measurements. Only three of these seven (N1, K1, K2) had even P LM
st > 0.10, two of

which were the type C lamps K1 and K2, and the 3rd being the 30 lm lamp N1, which
was too dim to be measured accurately.

Considering SVM, one lamp (K1) with SVM above the EU Ecodesign Regulation
set limit SVM > 0.40, was identified. This lamp was one of the two type C lamps, also
exhibiting the worst flicker behavior. No other lamp exceeded even the desired accuracy
threshold of SVM > 0.05, with the other type C lamp (K2) having the second-worst
performance with SVM = 0.04, the rest A type lamps having SVM < 0.04.

Since only one lamp (K2) with any TLA was identified, no conclusions can be made
whether nominal operating power, or nominal luminous flux ϕv correlate with the TLA
behavior. Rather, based on the limited sample size of 20 lamps, it appears that lamps
with type A drivers are the most common, at least within the affordably-priced category
of LED lamps presently at the market. Type A LED lamps appear not to exhibit TLA,
at least not on stable operating conditions.

For the newer LED lamps, the Philips calculated P LM
st was on average 1% lower than

the result gotten with the self-implemented light flickermeter and shown in Table 9.
Considering the SVM results for the newer LED lamps, on average the Philips results
were 26.8% higher.
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5 Summary
Measurement setup capable of measuring TLA metrics P LM

st and SVM was assembled in
the photometry lab of MRI, using existing equipment, following the instructions of both
the IEC and CIE. Digital light flickermeter and SVM-meter were also implemented on
MATLAB. It was shown that the setup and TLA meters were capable of measuring TLA.
The physical setup, as well as the digital TLA meters, were verified according to relevant
standards, and the measurement parameters were chosen accordingly. The parameters fc
and fs, can also be chosen differently, exceeding the standard recommendations, as long
as no aliasing takes place in the respective bands of interest of the TLA metrics. Both
metrics of which take into account their respective bands of interest, by being inherently
low-pass in nature, P LM

st by the low-pass 6th order Butterworth filter FLPBW and weighting
filter F LM

WF, and SVM by neglecting any components above 2 kHz.
TLA metrics SVM and P LM

st are frequency and DM dependent, and normalized by
mean. To get accurate results, the potential quality metrics to be taken into consideration
include any factors that affect the these parameters. The frequency response of the
equipment has an effect on the amplitude, and thus the DM of the frequency components
in the measured light waveform. The undesired mean-distorting offsets should also be
taken into account, to get accurate normalization. It could also be considered whether
the sampling rate at the oscilloscope or other ADC needs to be verified since it affects the
frequency decomposition of the measured light waveform.

The compatibility of the setup and the digital TLA meters also need to be considered.
The band of interest of the measured quantity, SVM or P LM

st , dictates the minimum cut-off
frequency for the anti-aliasing low-pass filter, which in turn sets the minimum requirement
for the sampling rate at the ADC. The sampling rate then affects the discretization of the
various filters in the light flickermeter, whose amplitude responses then dictate the correct
scaling factor S (15). To get the most accurate scaling on digital light flickermeter, S
should be calculated specifically for the flickermeter it is utilized in like was demonstrated
in section 3.6.4. On analog implementations, the performance of the filters could vary
due to temperature effects or EMI, but on digital implementation, the exact frequency
responses of the filters can be determined. It should also be verified that the discretization
of the filters in light flickermeter works with the desired sampling rate, as computer
software have limited accuracy, and may have flawed behavior due to design errors or
bugs.

The standards have some shortcomings, as was demonstrated with the noise level
verification of the setup, and the absence of instructions on digital implementation of the
light flickermeter. The standard suggested approach on noise verification only validates
the setup for light levels above the reference incandescent or halogen lamp. The standard
approach was altered such that the lower limit of the luminous flux of a measurable lamp
was found. Another shortcoming of standard IEC TR 61547 is the lack of instructions on
the digital implementation of the light flickermeter. The analog transfer functions need to
be discretized, but several discretization methods exist, with different correspondences
between the analog and digital frequency responses [24]. IEC TR 61547 also lacks
consideration into the fact that the application of the inverse lamp model into the IEC
voltage flickermeter to acquire the light flickermeter has shifted the Block B weighting
filter sensitivity peak from 8.8 Hz to 10 Hz. The reference waveform used for calibration
of the scaling factor S, and one of the reference waveforms used in the light flickermeter
verification, still have the 8.8 Hz modulation in them. Whether this is on purpose or
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remnant from the voltage flickermeter, which had the sensitivity peak at 8.8 Hz, remains
unknown.

In total 80 LED lamps were measured for TLA, 60 older and 20 newer. The results
showed that type A drivers have the best performance considering TLA, with practically
non-existent TLA. Type A LED lamps also appeared to be the most common LED lamps,
at least within the affordably-priced category of E27-base LED lamps found on general
retail stores. The vast variety of different LED lamps on the market could not all be
represented in the measurement conducted within this thesis. Only LED lamps with the
E27-base were measured, as these are common in general lighting applications, the MRI
already possessed a large number of these, and these have the LED driver embedded
within the lamp base so that any TLM behavior on stable mains is inherent on the lamp
itself. The Ecodesign regulations limits also apply only for mains operated light sources.

None of the measured 80 lamps exhibited flicker beyond the Ecodesign regulation limit
of P LM

st < 1. On other than type A LED lamps, the Ecodesign regulation limit SVM
< 0.40 was however exceeded on 15 out of 80 LED lamps, taking into account both the
newer and older lamps. The absence of flicker on LED lamps can be reasoned from the
driver topologies, the most common ones utilizing full-wave rectifiers in them. This leads
to the fundamental TLM being at double the 50 Hz mains frequency, at 100 Hz, or other
harmonics of the mains frequency. P LM

st neglects these components as flicker is not visible
on those frequencies. Frequency divider circuitry or other causes of frequency drop from
the mains were not present at the most common driver topologies and, thus the LED
lamps have no prominent modulation below 50 Hz, which would show up in P LM

st . The
possible harmonics of the mains 50 Hz are present in the SVM however, which could
explain why more LED lamps showed SVM than P LM

st . Type D LED lamps had the most
visible TLA, which could be explained by the PFC, as the PFC tries to more closely
match the input current waveform to the input voltage waveform. As the input current
fluctuates more, the LED lamp exhibits more TLM, introducing more visible TLA.

Based on the sample size of the 80 E27-base LED lamps, it could be concluded that
intrinsic flicker is currently not an issue with these types of LED lamps. SVM however
was found on a number of lamps, although only one exceeded the limit within the newer
lamps. Lamps with type A driver topologies were found the most common which is a
positive sign, considering type A lamps also exhibited the least TLA. Altogether the
newer lamps showed less TLM, than the older ones, hinting that the industry might have
been moving in the right direction even before the Ecodesign regulation limitations.
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